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ABSTRACT 

Ontology is an effective approach for representing knowledge in computer systems.  

It is an important technology for developing intelligent knowledge-based information 

systems. Many such ontologies representing different domains of knowledge have 

been developed in recent years. They are mostly created manually by ontology 

engineers and domain experts. This creation method is however inefficient and time 

consuming. Ontology learning is therefore a practical approach to support ontology 

engineers and domain experts in conceptualizing the knowledge of a particular 

domain. Techniques of ontology learning in recent research mostly concern on using 

texts as the learning source, as text data is a rich and direct source of human 

knowledge.  

This research proposes a comprehensive ontology based system framework 

called KnowledgeSeeker, which contains four different ontological components and 

processes that can be used to develop different kinds of ontology-based information 

systems. First, the framework defines an ontology representation model called 

Ontology Graph, which defines the ontology and the knowledge conceptualization 

model in a graphical format. Second, an ontology learning process that based on 

chi-square statistics is proposed for automatic learning an Ontology Graph from texts 

for different domains, as called Domain Ontology Graph (DOG). Third, it defines an 

ontology generation method that transforms the learning outcome to the Ontology 

Graph format for machine processing and also can be visualized for human validation. 

Fourth, it defines different ontological operations (such as similarity measurement and 

text classification) that can be carried out with the use of generated DOGs.  
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This research focuses on Chinese text data and therefore we conduct experiments 

of the ontology learning process by using Chinese texts as the learning input. The 

experiment generated 10 DOGs as the Ontology Graph instances to represent 10 

different domains of knowledge. The generated DOGs are then further used for an 

experiment of Ontology Graph based text classification providing performance 

evaluation. The experiment is able to achieve high text classification accuracy (with 

92.3% in f-measure) over other text classification approaches by using the Ontology 

Graph based approach. The high performance in the experimental result reveals that 

the proposed Ontology Graph model, the ontology learning process, and the defined 

ontological operations are effectively developed. 

A commercial product that adopts the techniques of KnowledgeSeeker, called 

IATOPIA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker, with two real applications called 1) IATOPIA 

News Channel (IAToNews) and 2) IATOPIA Digital Asset Management System 

(DAMS) are presented to demonstrate the use of KnowledgeSeeker technique to 

develop intelligent ontology-based information systems.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivations and Problem Statement 

Ontology is being a fundamental form of knowledge representation about the real 

world. In the computer science perspective, ontology defines a set of representational 

primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse (Gruber 2008). A 

well constructed ontology can help developing knowledge-based information search 

and management system, such as search engine, automatic text classification system, 

and content management system etc, in a more effective way. Most of these existing 

systems are ineffective in terms of its low accuracy in searching and managing 

information (especially text data), because of lacking knowledge as the core 

components used in the systems. Ontology is therefore becoming a very important 

research area for developing those knowledge-based information systems, as ontology 

is a recognized relevant knowledge representation of a particular domain for building 

such information systems.  

The major challenge of ontology research is how to create and maintain ontology. 

Ontology engineering is a kind of this ontology research for developing theories, 

methods, and software tools that help creating and maintaining ontology. The ontology 

engineering methods developed in the past mainly consist of manual ontology creation 

and automatic ontology learning methods. Although many ontology engineering tools 

have been developed over the last decade, most of them, such as Protégé, Onto-Builder, 

and OntoEdit (Denny 2009), involve manual creating and maintaining ontology which 

is a time consuming and inefficient task as every process requires deep analysis by 
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domain experts. There is also a problem that domain experts may create ontology 

based on different and subjective views, so that the ontology knowledge is not exact 

and may not be relevant to all knowledge domains. Therefore, automatic ontology 

learning is a more practical method in ontology engineering. This ontology learning 

method used to develop an automatic process for extracting knowledge in a specific 

form of ontology from some computer data, with the least or minimum involvement of 

human work. 

Ontology learning from text is the most useful method in formalizing ontology, as 

text data is a rich and direct source of human knowledge. However, analyzing textual 

data by computer is a difficult task, as it requires some natural language processing and 

semantic analysis. Many methodologies on ontology learning from text have been 

widely developed in recent years (Maedche 2002, Buitelaar and Cimiano 2008). Most 

of those researchers use artificial intelligent approaches such as machine learning or 

statistical analysis to develop the methodologies, and tried to extract ontology from text 

learning automatically.  

A lot of researches on ontology learning in text have been carried out in recent 

years. However, most of them applied only on English text, as text is a language 

dependent data, algorithms applied on English text were found not working well in 

Chinese text. Therefore, the research and some related experiments on ontology 

learning in Chinese text are focused in this thesis, so as to develop an efficient 

ontology learning method which can be applied to Chinese text data. Information 

search and management systems that contain mainly Chinese text data can hence be 

enhanced by the ontology, because many existing ontology are developed in English 

which cannot be applied on Chinese based information system. In this research 

project, we aimed to develop a comprehensive system framework of ontology 
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learning in Chinese text which can be applied to Chinese based information search 

and management systems. 

1.2 Objectives and Research Questions 

The overall objective of this research is to develop an ontology based system 

framework, called KnowledgeSeeker, which can be used to develop various ontology 

based information systems. These information systems mainly include Chinese based 

text information retrieval system, such as search engine and content management 

system. The final goal of the KnowledgeSeeker system framework is that it can 

improve the traditional information system with higher efficiency. In particular, it can 

increase the accuracy of a text classification system, and also enhance the search 

intelligence in a search engine. This can be done by enhancing the system with machine 

processable knowledge (ontology). It has been mentioned that ontology is a useful 

component in developing knowledge based intelligent information systems, but the 

problem is that lots of research work are still required to find out the method of creating 

and maintaining a relevant ontology for use in the information system. Therefore we 

raise the following research questions to define the scope of this research work: 

• What format of the ontology can be modeled in computer system? 

• What learning method is used to automatically create the ontology data? 

• How to generate the ontology for machine and also visualize for human use?  

• What operations can be done with the ontology and how it operates? 

• What applications can be developed by using the ontology and how is the 

performance? 
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis is organized in six major chapters. The thesis is outlined as follows:  

• Chapter 1 presents the general information of this research work, including the 

introduction, objectives and research questions, and the thesis outline. 

• Chapter 2 presents the literature reviews of related theories and technologies of 

ontology. This chapter is separated into three parts. The first part presents briefly 

the philosophical question about knowledge and ontology, and also the perspective 

of ontology in information system. The second part presents the ontology 

engineering approaches in the recent researches, including the fundamental 

concepts about ontology and ontology learning. The third part presents the 

traditional text information retrieval system and related models and algorithms. 

• Chapter 3 presents the methodologies that address the research questions of this 

research work. This chapter is separated into five parts. The first part presents an 

overview of the system framework called KnowledgeSeeker. The second part 

presents the proposed graphical based model of ontology called Ontology Graph. 

The third part presents the automatic ontology learning method in Chinese text. The 

fourth part presents the Ontology Graph generation process. The fifth part presents 

different kinds of Ontology Graph based operation and operating methods. 

• Chapter 4 presents real-world experiments of the theory described in chapter 3. 

This chapter is separated into two parts. The first part presents the experimental 

result of Ontology Graph learning and generation for different knowledge domains. 

The second part presents a text classification experiment, which adopts the use of 

the generated Ontology Graph for classification. It provides experimental result and 

performance analysis.  
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• Chapter 5 presents some commercial applications which adopt the techniques of 

KnowledgeSeeker system framework. This chapter presents two applications. The 

first one is an ontology-based news system and the second one is an ontology based 

digital assets management system for managing multimedia files. 

• Chapter 6 concludes the research and discusses some limitations and directions for 

future work.  
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEWS 

2.1 Computational Knowledge and Ontology 

The definition of knowledge is an augmentative topic in philosophy. We do not try to 

find out an explicit meaning of philosophical knowledge, but the most important thing 

is that we should know about what is knowledge in computer system, as called 

computational knowledge. In this section we introduce some researches and definitions 

related to knowledge and computational knowledge. Ontology is a word used in both 

philosophy and computer system to describe the formalization of knowledge. We shall 

look into the definition of ontology in brief and also introduce its formalizing methods 

in computer system. 

2.1.1 What is Knowledge?   

“Knowledge” has been discussed by many philosophers since the Greek ancient times. 

It is not an easy task to find out a high abstraction of definition about “knowledge”. 

However, in very generally speaking, knowledge can be said as a meaningful resource 

that makes us know about the world. Theories of knowledge define what is about the 

world, how is it encoded, and in what way we reason about the world. Similar definition 

can be applied in computer and information system, unless we are defining those in the 

aim of computer processing instead of human understanding, and it is called 

computational knowledge. 
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2.1.2 Computational Knowledge in Computer System 

Computational knowledge in computer system has been represented as a hierarchy of 

data-information-knowledge in many knowledge management theories (Daft, 2004; 

Devenpart and Prusak 2000). Data refers to a string of bits, numbers or symbols that are 

only meaningful to a program. Data with meaning, such as computing words, texts, and 

database records etc, defines information that is meaningful to human. Knowledge is 

the highest level of abstraction, which is encoded in some form inside information.  

Creating computational knowledge is a study of artificial intelligent (AI) - an area 

of computer science focuses on making a computer to perform tasks with more 

intelligence (Genesereth and Nilsson 1987). Advanced information systems, such as 

information retrieval system, forecasting system, resource management system, online 

shopping system, and personalization system etc, always require computational 

knowledge to perform tasks with more intelligent. Traditional information systems are 

lacking of intelligence because they process data and information without analyzing the 

knowledge behind. To enable a computer understand and process knowledge, we need 

to discover and represent the knowledge from raw data to a computable form for 

processing. Intelligent information system with the ability to process knowledge is so 

called a knowledge-based system. 

Knowledge Engineering    

Knowledge engineering grew out rapidly with the increased desire of knowledge-based 

system in the past decade. Knowledge engineering is a process to find out a way or 

approach to extract useful knowledge from computer data. It requires processes of 

analyzing and discovering pattern of data and transforming them to a format that is 

understandable to either human or computer, or both. Over the years, knowledge 
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engineering researches focused on developing theories, methods, and software tools 

which aid human to acquire knowledge in computer. They use scientific and 

mathematic approaches to discover the knowledge. The approaches can be simply 

defined as an input-process-output system: Input – the set of computer data such as 

texts and database records; process – the method for the transformation of input data to 

knowledge; output – the desired knowledge in a specific form of knowledge 

representation (such as ontology).  

Knowledge Representation  

A general view of knowledge representation can be summarized in five basic principles 

(Randall et al. 1993):  

1. A knowledge representation is a surrogate - a substitute of a thing (a physical object, 

event and relationship) itself for reasoning about the world.  

2. A knowledge representation is a set of ontological commitments - an ontology 

describing existences, categories, or classification systems about an application 

domain.  

3. A knowledge representation is a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning - a 

theory of representation that supports reasoning about the things in an application 

domain. An explicit axioms or computational logic may be defined for intelligent 

reasoning.  

4. A knowledge representation is a medium for efficient computation - other than the 

knowledge represented logically. It also must be encoded in some sorts of format, 

language, which enables a computer to process it efficiently.  
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5. A knowledge representation is a medium of human expression – a knowledge 

representation that can be understood by human. It is used by knowledge engineers 

or domain experts to study and verify the knowledge. 

In the area of information system, knowledge representation defines a computable 

form of knowledge in Computer. It applies the theories and techniques from other fields 

including (Sowa 1999): 1. Logic, it defines a formal structure and rules; 2. Ontology, it 

defines the kinds of existence in a domain of interest; and 3. Computation, it supports 

and distinguishes knowledge representation from philosophical knowledge. A 

knowledge representation defines different types of knowledge, typically ontologies, 

facts, rules, and constraints (Chein and Mugnier 2008). Knowledge is represented 

independently of programming logic, which means it should be defined generic enough 

for use with different kinds of program and system. Therefore it requires a formalized 

and structuralized approach to develop a valid knowledge representation.  

Knowledge representation language is used to express knowledge in information 

system. It can be classified according to the kinds of primitives used by user (Guarino 

1995), as summarized in Table 2.1. They are also described by five different levels: 

1. The logical level is the basic primitives including predicates and functions. It is 

level of formalization allowing for a formal interpretation of the primitives.  

2. The epistemological (Brachman 1979) level is a knowledge structure to fill the 

gap between logical levels, which are general and abstract primitives, and the 

conceptual level, which is model of specific conceptual meaning.  

3. The ontological level is an ontological commitment including ontological 

relations, associated to an explicitly specified language primitive. 

4. The conceptual level is primitives with definite cognitive interpretation, 

corresponding to conceptual meaning which is language independent. 
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5. The linguistic level contains primitives of linguistic terms of nouns and verbs, 

which is language dependent.  

Table 2.1. Knowledge representation formalisms (Guarino 1995) by levels and kinds of 

primitives 

Level Type Primitives Interpretation Main feature 

1 Logical Predicates, 

functions 

Arbitrary Formalization 

2 Epistemological Structuring 

relations 

Arbitrary Structure 

3 Ontological Ontological 

relations 

Constrained Meaning 

4 Conceptual Conceptual 

relations 

Subjective Conceptualization 

5 Linguistic Linguistic  

terms 

Subjective Language 

dependency 

 

A visualized form of knowledge representation such as graph-based form is highly 

adapted to model knowledge (Chein and Mugnier 2008). Conceptual Graph is an 

example of graph-based knowledge representation introduced by Sowa in 1976 (Sowa 

1976, 1984). Graph-based approach to knowledge modeling has the advantage of easy 

understanding by human. Since a graph is easy to be visualized on screen and to be 

understood by human, it takes advantage for control and maintenance, also for human 

verification and validation. Logic defines on graph-based knowledge benefits on 

computational processing and calculation. From many researchers’ opinion (Sowa 

2000, Artale 1996, Guarino 1998, Harmelen et al. 2008), ontology is a relevant logical 

and graphical model for knowledge representation, and sometime it is also said to be a 

category or classification system to represent knowledge.  
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2.1.3 What is Ontology?   

“Ontology” originates from philosophy, and it has been growing into popular research 

in computer science and information system. In the philosopher’s perspective, for 

examples, Aristotle and Kant, ontology is the study of existence. It refers to a system of 

categories to describe the existence of the real word, or the classification of being. 

Although Aristotle’s ontology has been developed for more than two thousand years, 

his classification system is still relevant for defining nowadays ontological 

classification systems. In the computer science perspective, ontology defines a set of 

representational primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge or discourse 

(Gruber 2008). The representational primitives of the ontology contains classes, 

attributes (properties) and relationships between classes. They are used to model 

knowledge of particular application domains.  

Ontology sometimes is regarded as for conceptual analysis and domain modeling 

(Guarino 1998). It is used to analyze the meaning of an object in the world, of a 

particular domain, and provides a formal specification to describe the object. The 

object is being “conceptualized” in this case. Gruber (1992) provided a very short 

definition about ontology – “An ontology is a specification of conceptualization”. The 

formal specification is in support of some sort of knowledge representation model, 

being generated, analyzed, and processed by computer. The conceptualization has been 

defined in AI researches (Genesereth and Nilsson 1987, Nilsson 1991) as a structure of 

<D, R>. The structure defines D as a domain and R as a set of relations on the domain D. 

This suggests that ontology and conceptualization process are created as domain 

dependent and relational based.  

Ontology aids the development of knowledge-based system, enabling knowledge 

sharing and reuse. It enables intelligent communication between computers, such as the 
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communication language used in software agents (Lee 2007). Formalized specification 

allows knowledge engineers to develop their own ontology by reusing and sharing with 

each other.  

2.1.4 Ontology Modeling in Computer System 

Ontology modeling in computer system, called computational ontology, is rather 

simpler than that in philosophy. It provides a symbolic representation of knowledge 

objects, classes of objects, properties of objects, and the relationships among objects to 

explicitly represent knowledge about an application domain. The ontology modeling is 

usually simplified into different kinds of mathematical definition, logical definition, or 

structural language.   

Computational Ontology Representation  

Computational ontology is generally represented in different kinds of abstraction: 

top-level ontologies, lexical ontologies and domain ontologies. They create 

conceptualization by defining vocabularies. The vocabularies are organized by formal 

relationships to create dependent linkages. Some of them are organized as a tree 

structure and some of them are in graph.  

Top-Level Ontologies  

Top-level ontologies (also known as upper ontologies) are limited to concepts that are 

universal, generic, abstract and philosophical. They are generic enough to deal with 

high-level abstraction and broad ranges of domain areas. Concepts defined in a 

top-level ontology are not specific to a particular domain (e.g. medical, science, 

financial), but it provides only a structure and a set of general concepts from which a 
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domain ontology can be constructed. This top-level ontology promotes data 

interoperability, semantic information retrieval, automated reasoning and natural 

language processing.  

The standard upper ontology working group (IEEE SUO WG 2003) develops a 

standard of upper ontology for computer application for data interoperability, 

information search and retrieval, and natural language process (NLP) etc. Examples of 

existing upper ontologies include SUMO (suggested upper merged ontology) (SUMO 

Ontology 2004), the CYC ontology (OpenCyc 2003), and also SUO 4D ontology (SUO 

4D Ontology 2005). 

The SUMO has been proposed as a starter document for the SUO working group. 

It creates a hierarchy of top-level things as “Entities”, and subsumes “Physical” and 

“Abstract”. SUMO divides the ontology definition into three levels: the upper ontology 

(the SUMO itself), the mid-level ontology (MILO), and the bottom-level domain 

ontology. Mid-level ontology serves as a bridge between the upper abstraction and the 

bottom-level rich details of domain ontologies. Beside the upper and mid-level 

ontology, SUMO also defines rich details of domain ontologies including 

Communications, Countries and Regions, distributed computing, Economy, Finance, 

engineering components, Geography, Government, Military (general, devices, 

processes, people), North American Industrial Classification System, People, physical 

elements, Transnational Issues, Transportation, Viruses, World Airports A-K, World 

Airports L-Z, WMD (SUMO Ontology 2004). 

The OpenCyc is also upper-level ontology. It is some formalized common 

knowledge, and it models the general knowledge base and intended to solve 

commonsense problems. The entire Cyc ontology contains hundreds of thousands of 

terms with relationship among the terms to model human consensus reality. It contains 
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a knowledge server to serve for its Cyc knowledge base, an inference engine, and it also 

defines CyCL representation language for knowledge representation. It is an 

upper-ontology available for defining some lower level ontology knowledge such as 

domain specific knowledge, and domain specific facts and data as shown in the Figure 

2.1 (OpenCyc 2003). 

 

 

Figure 2.1. OpenCyc upper-level ontology hierarchy (OpenCyc 2003) 

Lexical Ontologies   

A lexical ontology is an ontology describing linguistic knowledge, and it tries to model 

the word meaning by ontological structure. Examples of this type of ontology are 

WordNet (Miller 1998), and HowNet (Dong and Dong 1998). WordNet is an English 

based system which organizes words on the basis of lexical taxonomical semantic 

relationships, but the usage on WordNet is strictly limited to English based application 

only. HowNet is a Chinese-English bilingual lexical ontology describing the semantic 

relationship between concepts and the relationship between the attributes of concepts. 

It covers over 65,000 concepts in Chinese that are equivalent to about 75,000 concepts 

in English. Lexical ontology is useful for developing knowledge based system that may 
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requires text analysis such as word sense disambiguation, word sense similarity 

calculation, words sense annotation and ontological annotation.  

Although there have been a lot of works done in these lexical ontologies, and they 

have also conceptualized lexical knowledge quite effectively, but the main problem of 

these ontologies is that they are manually created in the entire process. A drawback of 

manual process is hard for maintenance, such as adding new knowledge, revising and 

updating existing knowledge. The concept and usage of words are changing all the time, 

so the defined knowledge of words is not permanently valid. Therefore, a continuous 

manually updating work and re-construction are required and thus make the process 

ineffective.  

Domain Ontologies   

A domain ontology is tied to a specific domain which can be extended from upper 

ontology. It should be defined for specific domains because even some huge ontology 

like Cyc, contains over ten thousands of concepts modeling the generic and high-level 

concepts, but is still not deep enough to express the conceptual and low-level of a 

specific domain (a domain such as medical, science, and financial etc.). In order to 

model a domain knowledge and make the information expressive and understandable 

by machines, domain ontology is developed based on the concept formation in the 

particular domain of interest. Domain ontology is preferably built based on an available 

upper ontology (e.g. SUMO, Cyc) for the ease of mapping and integration between 

different domain ontologies created by different specialists or researchers, as to 

enhance sharing and usability. 

Unlike upper ontology which is usually built for reasoning commonsense 

knowledge, domain ontology is mainly built for reasoning a specific domain of 
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knowledge. The domain ontology is boarder and more general for defining knowledge. 

In another words, domain ontology is less abstract but more specific. It is therefore 

more useful to build intelligent application because computer application is usually 

developed for particular target domains. Figure 2.2 shows an ontology tree specified for 

entertainment, a part of entertainment domain.  

 

 

Figure 2.2. Ontology sample of entertainment domain 

Most of the application ontologies are domain dependent, but they are shared 

among each other to cross different domains. Ontology engineering is usually aimed to 

define and create domain ontologies rather than top-level ontologies and lexical 

ontologies, and the recent researches on domain ontology engineering will be reviewed 

in chapter 2.2. 

2.2 Ontology Engineering 

Ontology becomes more important in A.I. research, as ontology is a recognized 

relevant knowledge representation for building intelligent knowledge based systems. 

Ontology engineering is the research of developing theories, methods, and software 

tools that help creating and maintaining ontologies. In most of these researches, the 

Entertainment 

Movie Music 

Jazz Classical 
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ontology refers to domain ontology rather than upper or lexical ontology. This is 

because domain ontology is a rich and core knowledge to build domain dependent 

applications while upper and lexical knowledge is mostly for general use. The most 

challenge of ontology engineering is how to create and maintain ontology. Various 

approaches adopted by knowledge engineers to create ontology in the past include: 1. 

manual ontology creation, 2. automatic ontology creation, and 3. semi-automatic 

ontology creation.  

Manual ontology creation approach – The simplest way to create ontology is by 

manual process. After defining the structure of ontology specification, domain experts 

start implementing the data of ontology that conforms to the specification. It requires a 

large human workforce to create domain ontologies from scratch. Different domain 

experts create ontologies by different and subjective views. The ontology knowledge is 

thus not exact and may not be relevant to all knowledge domains. Maintaining and 

updating such ontology is also time consuming and inefficient as every process requires 

deep analysis by human.  

Automatic ontology creation approach – As manual ontology creation is not a practical 

approach in ontology engineering, many researches try to develop an automatic process 

for the ontology creation. We understand that there are rich knowledge in many kinds 

of computer data such as text documents and database records. Researchers want to 

develop an automatic process to extract knowledge of a specific format (ontology) from 

those computer data. However, it is always unsuccessful due to inaccurate and 

low-quality ontology created by the automatic process. Therefore, semi-automatic 

ontology creation is the most practical approach in nowadays ontology engineering 

research.  
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Semi-automatic ontology creation approach – It adopts the automatic ontology 

creation process, in addition it involves human works to the ontology creation. It is 

always developed with an ontology engineering framework, human are taken 

consideration into the process of the framework, such as ontology refinement, 

validation and verification. This is coordination between human and machine 

automation to find out an optimal process for ontology engineering. Before the 

ontology engineering process is successfully automated, a semi-automatic process is 

proven to be the most practical approach to create high quality ontology. 

2.2.1 Ontology Fundamentals 

Ontology in computer system defines how knowledge of the real word is formalized by 

computer logics. It contains different components to comprise a whole ontology. An 

ontological structure is to define how those components gather and construct together 

to represent a valid ontology.  

A 5-tuple based structure (Maedche 2002) is a commonly used formal description 

to describe the concepts and their relationships in a domain. The 5-tuple core ontology 

structure is defined as: 

S=(C, R, H, rel, A) 

Where: 

• C is the set of concepts describing objects.  

• R is a set of relation types.  

• H is a set of taxonomy relationship of C.  

• rel is a set relationship of C with relation type R, where rel ⊆ C ×C 

• A is a set of description logic sentences  
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rel is defined as a set of 3-tuple relations: rel = (s, r, o), standing for the relationship of 

subject-relation-object, where s is the subject element from C, r is the relation element 

from R, and o is the object element from C. In this 5-tuple ontological structure, 

knowledge is mainly represented by the logic sentences A, and the most important 

component is rel where it defines 3-tuple based concept relationship. A graphical 

representation of the 3-tuple structure is shown in Figure 2.3, in which subject s is being 

defined as a node of source n1, object o is being defined as a node of target n2, and 

relation r is being defined as the association link between n1 and n2.  

 

n1 (subject) n2 (object)

relation

 

Figure 2.3. Subject-relation-object representation 

So we should define the main component in the ontological structure, which is 

called concept (C). A concept is an ontological object, material or non-material, spatial 

or non-spatial. A name (or label) is provided to represent a concept (and also relation). 

A sign is also a valid description to define a concept. A sign is used to signify a concept 

which is a definition from Semiology, a sign system (Guiraud 1975). A name (or sign), 

in lexical level, called a lexicon, is used to declare a concept. The lexicon structure is 

defined as: 

 

L=(GC, GR, refC, refR) 

Where 

• GC is a set of named elements called a lexicon entry for concepts C 

• GR is a set of named elements called a lexicon entry for relations R 

• refC is a set of lexicon references for concepts C, where refC ⊆ GC ×C 
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• refR is a set of lexicon references for relations R, where refR ⊆ GR ×R 

In this lexicon structure, a concept can be referenced by a single or multiple lexicons, 

and also a single lexicon can be referred as multiple concepts. An ontology structure is 

therefore defined by both the core ontology structure S and lexicon structure L: O=(S, 

L). 

2.2.2 Ontology Engineering Tools  

Ontology engineering tool or an ontology editor is an application that helps ontology 

engineers and domain experts to create and maintain ontology. These applications 

manipulate ontology in different kinds of ontology languages, providing on screen 

ontology management functions such as creation, edit, verification, import and export 

etc. Examples of such applications include Protégé, Onto-Builder, OntoEdit, and 

Construct etc (Denny 2009). 

Protégé ontology editor 

Protégé is a free and open source ontology editor for creating domain model and 

knowledge based information system with ontologies (Protégé 2009). It is being 

developed by Stanford University. Protégé editor supports various ontology languages 

such as RDF, RDF(S), DAML+OIL, XML, OWL, Clips, UML etc. Two main methods 

of modeling ontologies support in Protégé include: 

• A frame-based ontology modeling is in accordance to Open Knowledge Base 

Connectivity (OKBC 1995). This model consists of a set of classes representing 

domain concepts in subsumption hierarchy (ontological taxonomy), a set of 
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associated slots in classes representing the properties and relationships (ontological 

relations), and a set of instances of those classes (instantiation). 

• An OWL (OWL 2004) based ontology modeling for the Semantic Web (W3C 

Semantic Web 2009). OWL is a language describing classes, properties and their 

instances. It formally specifies how to derive the logical consequences of the 

ontology, and aimed for developing Semantic Web applications.  

2.2.3 Ontology Learning from Text  

Text is the most direct resource of human knowledge. Human beings write texts about 

what they view, what they know, and what they think about the world, so it is a 

descriptive data that enable human to share and exchange their knowledge. Although 

analyzing textual data by computer is not an easy task, many methodologies on 

ontology learning from text have been widely developed in recent years (Maedche 

2002, Buitelaar and Cimiano 2008). Most of them use artificial intelligent approaches 

to develop the methodologies, and the automatic text learning process is the goal of 

these researches. They use many artificial intelligent approaches such as information 

retrieval, machine learning, natural language processing, and statistical mathematics 

etc. to build the ontology learning system. However, the ontology learning outcome is 

sometimes not satisfactory to represent human knowledge. This is because 

computational ontology is defined explicitly, but knowledge in textual data is vague 

and implicit. There are difficulties to convert an implicit knowledge from text to a 

formalized ontology representation, in terms of both its quantity and quality. Quantity 

refers to that the ontology learning outcome is not comprehensive enough to express 

the whole knowledge domain, and they should have missed out some useful knowledge 

inside text. Quality refers to that the ontology learning outcome cannot express the 
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knowledge relevantly. In other words, the formalized knowledge from automatic 

learning process is partly irrelevant or wrongly generated.  

In view of knowledge engineering, automatic ontology learning from text is very 

helpful in formalizing ontology knowledge. With the use of automatic ontology 

learning method, the ontology can serve for two main purposes: First, the ontology 

outcome can improve the performance of traditional information system by increasing 

the intelligent ability with embedded basic ontology knowledge. Although the 

embedded ontology is incomplete for the entire knowledge domain, it is still relevant to 

enhance the performance by intelligence. Second, the ontology outcome can serve as an 

intermediate ontology, or a base ontology for human to further develop and revise it. 

The incomplete ontology or an ontology with unsatisfied quality can aid human to 

develop a desired ontology for the knowledge domain, as they are not required to build 

the entire ontology from scratch. 

The degree of knowledge formalization describes different steps in ontology 

learning process. It defines different levels of knowledge data to be extracted 

step-by-step from text learning method. In brief, the extraction process should be 

started from the raw text data (text document in natural language text) to the final 

ontology knowledge representation. The degree of knowledge formalization contains 

seven different levels for learning unstructured textual content to ontology and logical 

rules (Navigli and Velardi 2008), as represented in Figure 2.4 
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Figure 2.4. Degree of knowledge formalization in seven levels  

Common ontology learning processes include five main steps in cycles (Meadche 

2001), they are: 

1. Extraction – to extract ontology components such as lexicons, terminologies, 

glossaries, taxonomies, and ontological relations from text sources. 

2. Pruning – the ontology which created from extraction, import and reuse is pruned to 

fits its primary purpose. 

3. Refinement – a human process made to the pruned ontology as to complete the 

ontology at a fine granularity. 

4. Application – application of the ontology serves as a measurement and validation of 

the ontology 

5. Import and reuse – Import, reuse and merging existing ontology by mapping result. 

This is to refine and update the existing ontology by new learning result. 

The domain ontology learning process from text mainly consists of the steps of 

learning terminology (terminology extraction or glossary extraction) and learning 

taxonomies (taxonomical relations extraction). 
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Learning Terminology  

Terminology refers to a set of words or word phases that specifically used in a domain 

text. The automatic terminology extraction has widely been discussed in some past 

researches (Velardi et al. 2007, Park et al. 2002, Navigli and Velardi 2004). The 

methods focus on the combination of natural language processing techniques, statistical 

measurement, and text mining with pattern matching algorithms (Kalvans and Muresan 

2001). Most of these automatic terminology or glossary extraction methods work at the 

lexical level which refers to the term (a word or word phase) that used in a domain text. 

Terminology can be described technically by a graph-theoretic object. The graph object 

consists of nodes associated together by links, and the whole structure indexed by 

version number (Smith et al. 2006). The common components of terminologies n are 

defined as a triple: 

>=< dStn p ,,  

• A preferred lexical term t signed for the terminology 

• Any synonyms Sp which the term may have 

• A definition d for the term and its synonyms 

A formal definition of terminology can be provided by description logic as to 

record information about terminologies in graph-theoretic object. The named nodes in 

the terminology graph are defined respectively as n1, n2, n3,…. The links associated to 

the named nodes are defined as L1, L2,…. Different versions of the terminology are 

defined as v1, v2,…. The terminology definition is then an ordered triple: 

>=< nvLNT ,,  
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where N is a set of nodes n1, n2, n3,… for every n is a triple of >< dSp p ,,  with p as a 

preferred lexical term., Sp as a set of synonyms, and d as the definition. The link is 

defined as L in which consist of an ordered pair <r, Lr>, which includes a relation r and 

an ordered pairs of preferred lexical terms that defined as Lr = <p, q>. Finally the vn is 

a versions number. 

Extracting lexical terms by frequency measurement 

A typical information retrieval approach to extract a lexical term is the tfidf 

measurement (Oddy 1981). The tfidf measurement is used to measure a term 

importance, for extracting important and relevant lexical terms in a document corpus D. 

The tfidfl,d of the lexical term t for the document d is defined as 
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where tft,d is the frequency of occurrence of the lexical term t in a document d, and the 

dft is the overall document frequency containing the lexical term t. By the tfidf 

measurement, terms that appear too rarely or too frequently are weighted lower than an 

average, aimed to filter irrelevant terms. The tfidf value for a lexical term t is defined as: 
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where D is a document corpus and ℜ is a threshold that defined to filter out irrelevant 

lexical terms.  
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Learning domain terminology by probabilistic measurement 

Learning terminology basically relies on analyzing a domain classified text corpus. A 

high frequency term in a corpus is identified as a terminology. OntoLearn (Navigli and 

Velardi 2004) uses two probabilistic measurements called Domain Relevance (DR) and 

Domain Consensus (DC) respectively to measure terminology terms for domains. The 

suggested DR is a quantitative measurement of the amount of information captured 

within a target domain corpus with respect to a larger collection of corpora. For 

example, given a corpus with n classified domains {D1,D2,…,Dn}, the Domain 

Relevance (DR) is defined as 
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where 
ktf ,
is the observed frequency of the term t in the domain Dk documents in the 

corpus. The extracted terms by DR measurement is assigned by the second 

measurement DC. The DC is a second analysis taking into account not only the overall 

observed frequency of a term in a corpus, but also its existence in a single document. 

The term t in documents kDd ∈ is measured by a stochastic variable estimation 

throughout all
kDd ∈ . The Domain Consensus (DC) is defined as: 
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where 

∑
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All non-domain terms are thus filtered by combining the measurement of DR and DC: 

ktkt DCDR ,, βα +  

where )1,0(, ∈βα . This probabilistic measurement provides a practical approach to 

extract domain terminologies based on lexical terms. 

Learning Taxonomy  

Domain taxonomy learning refers to three-step processes: terminology extraction, 

glossary extraction and taxonomical relations extraction. Taxonomy learning can be 

grouped into three main areas (Velardi et al. 2007): 

1. Methods based on manually and automatically created regular expressions applied 

to text documents. 

2. Methods based on statistical measurement of terms extracted from text documents.  

3. Methods based on dictionary parsing. 

All of the three methods have some drawbacks. First, the method based on regular 

expression is a simple lexical pattern created for matching on the text documents. The 

pattern matching is created by phrase like “is a”, “is called”, and “is a type of” etc. 

Creating these patterns is time consuming and error prone, and it does not guarantee the 

quality of matching results. Language dependency is also a concern for creating the 

lexical pattern. Second, the method based on statistical measurement is mostly based on 
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the comparison and analysis of the contextual features of terms, such as hierarchical 

clustering algorithm (Cimiano et al. 2004). This automatic analysis method creates a 

taxonomy result that is difficult for human understating. As a result, it is difficult for 

doing evaluation by a human judgment since all the kind-of relations are learnt by 

statistical measurement, including noise and idiosyncratic data. Finally, the method 

based on dictionary parsing is highly relying on human constructed dictionary, 

disadvantages such as circularity of definitions and overgenerality has been discussed 

in past research (Ide and Véronis 1994). 

2.3 Text Information Retrieval 

With the rapid growth of Internet technologies, huge amount of web information are 

now available online. Information retrieval (IR) on web is so becoming a very 

important research area. Most of the web documents are created in the form of 

unstructured or semi-structured text. Traditional IR on text data including text 

classification, text clustering, and text-based search engines are mostly processed on 

keyword-based. Keyword-based text retrieval model provides inaccurate result in many 

IR systems and also lacks of intelligence features. Intelligent IR system applies 

computational knowledge model, such as ontology, to enhance the retrieval algorithms. 

Intelligent IR systems improve the performance, in terms of its accuracy, over 

traditional IR systems to gain effectiveness in nowadays information environment.  

There are three common traditional information retrieval applications: content 

searching, text classification/clustering, and content management. Most of these use 

statistical or machines learning approaches such as tf-idf, support vector machine 

(SVM), k-NN, neural network, and fuzzy set system to analyze text for application 

developments. 
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2.3.1 Term Weighting Model 

Common approach of information retrieval on text is to represent text document 

content by sets of content identifiers (or terms). Term importance is the main 

measurement in this approach as every single term may have different importance 

(weight) to the information domain. Documents in this model are thus represented by a 

collection of weighted terms. For example, a given document dj, is represented by a 

collection of terms T = <t1, t2, …, tm> where ti represents the importance values, or 

weight, of term i assigned to document dj.  

The term weighting system varies on different approaches, but mostly based on 

counting the term frequency in a document. For example, a collection of n documents 

indexed by m terms are presented by an m x n term by document matrix A=[aij]. For 

each aij of the matrix A is defined as the observed (or weighted) frequency which term i 

occurs in document dj. Table 2.2 and Figure 2.5 show an example of term-by-document 

matrix for m = 8 and n = 7.  

Table 2.2. Content of terms and documents 

Documents Terms occurrence 

d1 t6 

d2 t1, t2, t5 

d3 t2, t5, t8 

d4 t1, t4, t6 

d5 t1, t7 

d6 t3, t7 

d7 t1, t3 
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Figure 2.5. 8 x 7 term-by-document matrix for 7 documents and 8 terms 

2.3.2 Text Classification Methods 

A text classification system refers to constructing a classifier in which, given a set of 

classes C={c1, c2, ..., ci} and a document d, find out the most relevant class ci of which 

the document d belongs to. The classifier is a function fi(d)�{0,1} that expressing the 

relevancy value of the document d for the class ci. A classical text classification model 

consists of documents as the input, process with natural language processing, feature 

extraction, feature weighting, feature reduction, classification engine, and output to 

relevant classes or categories. Here we review three common classification approaches 

for the classification engine, they are: 1. Statistical classification, 2. Functional 

classification, and 3. Neural classification. 

Statistical classification  

A typical algorithm from IR for classification is the Rocchio algorithm (Rocchio 1971). 

It is based on statistical measurement technique and the vector space model (VSM) 

with TF/IDF weighting, where tf-idf is defined as: 
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where tft,d is the frequency of occurrence of a lexical term t in a document d, and the dft 

is the overall document frequency containing the lexical term t. In this approach, the 

semantic of document is represented by a collection of lexical terms occurring in it. In 

addition, the weighting is normalized by cosine normalization for adjusting the weights 

to fall in the [0,1] interval, so that every documents is represented by vectors of equal 

length: 
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Another typical probabilistic technique for text classification is the Naïve Bayesian 

classification. It measures the probability that a document d belongs to a class ci,, where 

the d is represented by a vector of terms {t1,t2,…,tn}. This is described by the conditional 

distribution: 
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where p(ci) denotes the probability of any document belonging to the class ci, and the 

left side is the conditional probability of the document with a vector of terms {t1,t2,…,tn} 

that belongs to class ci. Assuming that the order of term occurrences is independent 

from the classification, the conditional probability can be computed as: 
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Functional classification   

In functional classification, every document is represented as a dot in a 

multidimensional space, where the size of the dimensional space is equal to the size of 

term number. Some simple and effective functional classifications include the 

k-Nearest-Neighbors (kNN) and support vector machines (SVM). 

kNN (Kwon & Lee, 2003) approach measures the similarity or distances between 

documents. When all documents are represented as a dot in a multidimensional space, 

kNN considers the k-nearest (most similar) neighbors to the new documents (Figure 

2.6). The document is classified to the class if all the k-nearest neighbors belong to that 

same class. Otherwise, if all the k-nearest neighbors do not belong to a same class, the 

document is classified to the largest group of class of the neighbors.  

 
Figure 2.6. kNN classification approach 

Neural classification  

Neural classification uses the technique of artificial neural network (ANN) as its 

classification model. The ANN is an electronic network of “neurons” developed based 

on the neural structure of the human brain. Neurons consist of nodes and links. Input 

and output values are composed in the nodes, while weights composed the links (Figure 

2.7). 
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Figure 2.7. Inputs, output and function in neuron  

 

• xi is the set of input values 

• wi is the associates weights of the inputs 

• g is the function of the sums of weights, and it maps the results to output 

• y is the output value 

The neurons are organized into multi-layer to form a multi-layer perception (MLP) 

neural network, for example, a 3-layer neural network as shown in Figure 2.8. The 

neural network uses a feed forward, back propagation (BP) method to do the 

classification. 

 

 

Figure 2.8. 3-layer structure of neural network classification  
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2.3.3 Feature Selection and Reduction 

Text classification and clustering always involve high dimensional space. The problem 

of high dimensionality is the increase in the number of terms, which will increase the 

time for processing and also increase noises for the classification and task.  Feature 

selection and reduction are therefore important processes to decrease the dimensional 

space. By using feature selection, text classification uses smaller number of terms for 

processing. The main challenge of feature selection process is how to measure the 

importance of terms and how many (the optimum number) of terms to be selected or 

filtered, in order to obtain high classification or clustering performance.  

Feature selection can improve the accuracy and efficiency of text classification by 

filtering irrelevant and redundant terms from the corpus (Yang and Pederson 1997). 

Common feature reduction techniques are principal component analysis (PCA) (Lam 

and Lee 1999) and latent semantic indexing (Sebastiani 2002). PCA (Duda et al. 2001, 

Wang and Nie 2003) maximizes the total scatter in all classes and result in retention of 

non-discriminative information (Busagala et al 2008). Canonical discriminative 

analysis (CDA) can be applied to acquire more discriminative information. PCA is 

applied on a set of training corpus. From the term weighting model, for N documents in 

the training corpus },...,,{ 21 NTTTD =  with n-dimensional term space, each text 

document is represented by a feature vectors T which is defined as: 

T

ntttT },...,,{ 21=  

where n is the term size (dimensionality) and ti represents the term frequency of term i 

occurring in document di . T is the transpose of the vector. 
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In principal component analysis, total covariance matrix ∑ of the training 

documents corpus },...,,{ 21 NTTTD =  is defined as: 

∑
∈
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where M is the total mean vector of the training document corpus and  is defined as: 
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The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of training sample are defined as: 

),...,2,1( niiii
=Φ=Φ∑ λ  

Feature vectors are then reduced and obtained by selecting m principal components 

from the following definition and thus high-dimensional space is reduced to the size of 

m: 

),...,2,1( miTTi =Φ   

Other common feature selection methods including Information Gain (IG) (Quinlan 

1986) and Chi-square statistics are able to improve text clustering performance (Liu et 

al. 2003).  In IG measurement, the number of bits of information obtained for a 

category prediction is calculated by observing the presence or absence of a term in a 

document. The information gain of term t to a category c is defined as: 
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In Chi-square ( 2χ ) statistical measurement, features (terms) that have high dependency 

on a category can be selected. 2χ  works by measuring the dependency degree of a 

term t from a particular category c. A two-way term-to-category contingency table 

(Table 2.3) is filled up with the observed term frequency Oi,j where },{ tti ¬∈  and 

},{ ccj ¬∈ . Therefore, Ow,c is the observed frequency (number) of documents in 

category c which contains the term t; Ot, ¬c is the observed frequency of documents 

which are not in category c and contains the term t; O¬t,c is the observed frequency of 

documents which are in category c and do not contain the term t; and O¬t, ¬c is the 

observed frequency of documents which are neither in category c nor contain the term t.  

Table 2.3. Term-to-category contingency table 

 c ¬c  ∑ 

t Ot,c Ot, ¬c Ot,c + Ot, ¬c 

¬t O¬t,c O¬t, ¬c O¬t,c + O¬t, ¬c 

∑ Ot,c + O¬t,c Ot, ¬c + O¬t, ¬c Ot,c + Ot, ¬c + O¬t,c + O¬t, ¬c = N 

 

The observed frequency is compared to the expected frequency Ei,j where  },{ tti ¬∈  

and },{ ccj ¬∈ . Ei,j and 2χ  for term t and category c are defined as: 
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Basically, features can be selected based on the higher 2χ values, where lower 2χ  

values are recognized as irrelevant term to the category, and hence reduced the size of 

the feature space.  
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 KnowledgeSeeker Overviews 

KnowledgeSeeker is a comprehensive system framework which defines and 

implements the components of: 1. Ontology Modeling (the ontology structure), 2. 

Ontology Learning (the learning algorithm), 2. Ontology Generation (the format), and 

4. Ontology Querying (the operations). The KnowledgeSeeker can be used to develop 

various ontology-based intelligent applications by using the four defined ontological 

components. These intelligent applications include such as knowledge-based 

information retrieval system, knowledge mining system, predication system, 

personalization system and intelligent agent system etc. Therefore, the entire 

KnowledgeSeeker system framework breaks down into four modules for handling 

different kinds of ontological process, as shown in Figure 3.1: 

 

 Document 
 -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Four modules in KnowledgeSeeker system framework 
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Module 1 – Ontology Modeling  

The ontology modeling module defines the conceptual structure that is used to 

represent the ontology data (knowledge) in the KnowledgeSeeker system. This is a kind 

of knowledge representation method and the knowledge is represented as Ontology 

Graph which will be described in chapter 3.2.  

Module 2 – Ontology Learning  

The ontology learning module concerns about the method of knowledge acquisition 

from texts. It defines the method of conceptualizing a domain of knowledge. The 

method is based on a statistical text learner, and the conceptualization process is about 

transforming knowledge of text into a machine-processable format, i.e. the defined 

Ontology Graph in Module 1. The ontology learning module and its algorithm will be 

described in chapter 3.3. 

Module 3 – Ontology Generation 

The ontology generation module formalizes the conceptual ontology model into a 

structural file format. The process uses a text corpus to generate domain ontologies in 

the form of Ontology Graph, and it visualizes the Ontology Graph in a graphical format. 

The ontology generation module and its definition will be described in chapter 3.4.  

Module 4 – Ontology Querying 

The ontology querying module defines how system operates with Ontology Graphs. It 

is an important module that enables the use of KnowledgeSeeker system to develop 

various intelligent applications. The module defines operations such as Ontology 

Graph matching and querying that make the Ontology Graph data operable in 

developing various applications, such as text classification system, and text searching 
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system. These applications can also be used to evaluate the performance of the 

querying methods, and the validness of the domain knowledge generated in the form of 

Ontology Graph. The ontology querying module will be described in chapter 3.5  

3.2 Ontology Modeling Method 

3.2.1 Ontology Graph Overviews 

The Ontology Graph is a novel approach used in KnowledgeSeeker system to model 

the ontology of knowledge in text or in an application domain. The Ontology Graph 

consists of different levels of conceptual units, in which they are associated together by 

different kinds of relations. It is basically a lexicon system (terms) that linked up among 

each others to represent a group (a cluster), to formulate concepts and represent 

meanings. The conceptual structure of an Ontology Graph consists of many terms with 

some relationships between them, so that different conceptual units are formed like a 

network model, as shown in Figure 3.2: 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Conceptual units as a network model  

Term Cluster 

Term  

Relations 
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The Ontology Graph model mainly consists of two types of objects, they are: 1. 

Nodes – representing terms, and 2. Relations – representing associations between nodes. 

These two components in the Ontology Graph define the basics of conceptualizing 

knowledge in a computer processable form. 

Nodes in Ontology Graph 

Nodes in Ontology Graph are defined in two different types: 

• Term Node – An individual term node in the Ontology Graph. It is the most basic 

conceptual unit in the Ontology Graph represented by a single term, a meaningful 

term (a sequence of characters), which contribute to defined concepts. 

• Concept Node – Multiple term nodes grouped in a cluster in the Ontology Graph. 

The concept node is formulated by any clusters of nodes with relations, 

representing a certain concept by grouping some high semantically similar terms 

together.  

3.2.2 Term Nodes in Ontology Graph 

To define a lexical word as a term node in Ontology Graph, we need to select a word 

that is “meaningful” in human perspective. In natural language system, the four basic 

grammatical categories of words are: noun, adjective, adverb, and verb. However, we 

select only three of them to be included as term node in creating Ontology Graph. They 

are: noun, adjective and verb. Nouns are also divided into common noun and proper 

noun according to its nature. Other words including adverb are filtered and excluded in 

creating Ontology Graph, as shown in the following: 
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Inclusion of Term Node in the Ontology Graph 

Words that are valid to represent a Term Node are normally defined by the following 

part-of-speeches (POS): 

• Common Noun - A term that refers and describes a person, place, thing, state or 

quality etc. 

• Proper Noun – A term that names people, places, and things. 

• Adjective - A descriptive term that describes and modifies the meaning of a noun. 

• Verb – A term that describes an action or a state. 

Exclusion of Term Node in the Ontology Graph 

Words that are filtered and excluded from representing a Term Node are defined by 

other part-of-speeches (POS) as follows: 

• Adverb – A term that describes a verb, adjective or adverb  

• Pronoun – Replaces a noun  

• Preposition – Links a noun to other words  

• Conjunction – Joins two words, clauses or sentences  

• Interjection – A short exclamation in a sentence  

 

These types of word which are excluded are normally defined as stop-word that are 

removed in information retrieval processing, i.e. it is assumed there is no (or less) 

contribution to defining meaning for including these words for the information retrieval 

system. The POS of words in Ontology Graph are summarized in Table 3.1: 
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Table 3.1. Summary of POS in Ontology Graph  

POS Examples Inclusion 

Common Noun 狗 (dog), 人 (people), 家 (house) + 

Proper Noun 大衛 (David), 理工大學 (Poly. University) + 

Adjective 大 (big), 快樂 (happy), 快 (fast) + 

Verb 吃 (eat), 打 (fight), 去 (go) + 

Adverb 很 (very), 真的 (really), 快樂地 (happily) – 

Pronoun 她 (she), 他 (he), 他們 (they) – 

Preposition 到 (to), 入 (in), 就 (for) – 

Conjunction 及 (and), 但是 (but), 所以 (so) – 

Interjection 噢 (well), 嗨 (hi), 啊 (oops) – 

3.2.3 The Implementation of Ontology Graph  

Figure 3.3 presents the conceptual view of Ontology Graph which is created based on 

the structure of term nodes and relations. The Ontology Graph consists of four types of 

Conceptual Units (CU) according to their level of complexity exhibiting in knowledge. 

We define four Conceptual Units (CU) – any objects (nodes) in the Ontology Graph 

that gives semantics expression. All of these Conceptual Units are linked up and 

associated by Conceptual Relation (CR) within each other, to comprise the entire 

conceptual structure of Ontology Graph, and to model an area (a domain) of 

knowledge.  
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Figure 3.3. Conceptual structure of Ontology Graph in KnowledgeSeeker 

Conceptual Units in Ontology Graph 

The four Conceptual Units (CU) definitions, their natures and the levels of knowledge 

according to their complexity are described as follows: 

• Term (T). The smallest conceptual unit that extracted in the form of a meaningful 

word (a sequence of characters), those consist of “meaning” in human perspective. 

• Concept (C). A number of Term (T) grouped together with Conceptual Relations 

(CR) between each other form a Concept (C), it is the basic conceptual unit in the 

Concept Graph (CG). 

• Concept Cluster (CC). A number of Concept (C) related to each other form a 

Concept Cluster (CC). It groups similar meaning of concepts in a tight cluster 

representing a hierarchy of knowledge. 

• Ontology Graph (OG). The largest, entire conceptual unit grouped by Concept 

Clusters (CC) is defined as Ontology Graph (OG). It represents a comprehensive 

knowledge of a certain domain. 
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The Implementation Class Diagram of Ontology Graph 

The implementation of Ontology Graph can be represented by a class relationship 

structure. Different levels of conceptual unit in Ontology Graph are represented by 

different classes in the implementation. The class diagram (relationships and 

hierarchies) is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. The class relationship diagram of Ontology Graph 
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3.3 Ontology Learning Method in Chinese Text 

The ontology learning is the process to learn and create a domain of knowledge (a 

particular area of interest such as art, science, entertainment, sport etc.) in the form of 

Ontology Graph, which is a knowledge representation model described in the previous 

chapter. The Ontology Graph creation is considered as a knowledge extraction process. 

As described in Chapter 3.2, we defined different levels of knowledge objects, in the 

form of Conceptual Unit (CU), which are required for extraction in the learning process. 

We define a bottom-up ontology learning approach to extract Conceptual Units and 

create Ontology Graph. The approach identifies and generates Conceptual Units from 

the lowest level, Term (T), to the highest level, the Ontology Graph (OG). 

We focused on ontology learning in Chinese Text, because the relationships 

between Chinese words are more difficult to be analyzed simply by grammar and word 

pattern (such as by regular expression) than English word. Therefore, we use Chinese 

text as the knowledge source to learn and create Ontology Graph which can reveal the 

feasibility and effectiveness of learning ontology based on term relations, through the 

proposed learning approach. 

The five learning sub-processes in the bottom-up learning approach are: 

1. Term extraction – the most basic process that recognizes meaningful Chinese terms 

in text documents. 

2. Term-to-class relationship mapping – the second process that finds out the relations 

between terms and classes (domain). 

3. Term-to-term relationship mapping – the third process that finds out the relations 

between all Chinese terms within a class (domain). 
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4. Concept clustering – the fourth process that further groups (clusters) the Chinese 

terms within a class (domain) based on their similarity. 

5. Ontology Graph generation – the final process that generates a graph-based 

Ontology Graph as knowledge representation for application use. 

Figure 3.5 shows all the sub-processes in the bottom-up approach of the ontology graph 

learning method. All of these sub-processes correspond to identifying different levels 

of Conceptual Unit (CU). Thus the knowledge is learnt from the smallest CU (Term, T) 

towards the largest CU (Ontology Graph, OG). 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Bottom-up approach of the Ontology Graph learning process 

3.3.1 Term Extraction 

Our approach focuses on learning Ontology Graph from Chinese text and thus the 

prepared text corpus entirely consists of Chinese texts. Since Chinese writing does not 

separate words with a space, a useful means of word disambiguation is not available in 
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Chinese that is available in English. For this reason, Chinese term extraction typically 

relies on dictionaries. An existing electronic dictionary is available such as HowNet 

(Dong and Dong 1998). It contains over 50000 distinct Chinese words and it is useful to 

identify a meaningful word inside a text, and it can serve as our initial term list for 

doing term extraction process. By applying a maximal matching algorithm to the word 

list and a set of Chinese text corpus, we can extract a candidate term list (a list of terms 

that are potentially a relevant concept and thus to be extracted for the learning process), 

while filtered out other unnecessary terms that do not appear in the text corpus. N 

numbers of candidate terms }...{ 1 nttT =  are thus extracted, where every term 
it  in the 

term list T  appears at least once in the text corpus. 

Besides the existing terms in the dictionary, an additional input of Chinese terms 

into the term extraction process is also required. These additional words, such as named 

person/organization, brand/building names, new technologies, usually are not 

maintained in the dictionary since the dictionary is not keeping updates all the time. 

Therefore, adding new terms into the initial word list by human effort is required.  

3.3.2 Term-to-Class Relationship Mapping 

The candidate term list T extracted from the Chinese text corpus however has no 

meaning and relationship to any conceptual units in the Ontology Graph model. So the 

second process that applied to the candidate term list is the term-to-class relationship 

mapping. This mapping process acts like feature selection that it selects and separates 

every term in the term list to its most related domain class. First of all we need to 

prepare a set of labeled text corpus (a set of text documents which classified into 

different labels of class or domain topic), then we can measure how the terms are 

related to each class. We then select a sub-list of terms in the candidate term list for each 
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class. The mapping process means that we put every term in the sub-list associated with 

a class, by a weighted and directed relation between a term and a class, as shown in 

Figure 3.6. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Terms mapping to classes 

Term-to-class independency measurement by 2χ  

The term-to-class relationship mapping applies a 2χ statistical term-to-class 

independency measurement to measure the degree of interdependency between a term 

and a class. The measurement is carried out by first calculating the co-occurrence 

frequencies between every term t  and class c . It is expressed in a two-way 

contingency table as shown in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2. 2 x 2 term-to-class contingency table of term t  and class c  

 c ¬c ∑ 

t Ot,c Ot, ¬c Ot,c + Ot, ¬c 

¬t O¬t,c O¬t, ¬c O¬t,c + O¬t, ¬c 

∑ Ot,c + O¬t,c Ot, ¬c + O¬t, ¬c Ot,c + Ot, ¬c + O¬t,c + O¬w, ¬c = N 
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The term-to-class contingency table is comprised of the cells of observed 

frequency Oi,j where },{ tti ¬∈  and },{ ccj ¬∈ . Thus, Ot,c is the observed frequency 

(number) of documents in class c which contains the term t; Ot, ¬c is the observed 

frequency of documents which are not in class c and contain the term t; O¬t,c is the 

observed frequency of documents which are in class c and do not contain the term t; and 

O¬t, ¬c is the observed frequency of documents which are neither in class c nor contain 

the term t.  

The observed frequency is compared to the expected frequency Ei,j where 

},{ tti ¬∈  and },{ ccj ¬∈ . Ei,j is defined as 
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2χ  statistics independency measurement for term t and class c is defined as 
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Figure 3.7 summarizes the steps of the term-to-class relationship mapping process. In 

the first step, a set of labeled document corpus is prepared. The related class labels are 

identified from the text corpus, and then a candidate term list is extracted from the same 

text corpus. Every term in the candidate term list has no relationship to any class labels, 

since one single term may exist in more than one class. Therefore, term-to-class 

independency measurement is processed to classify and associate every term in the 

candidate term list with the most relevant class by the 2χ  statistical measurement.  
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Steps of term-to-class relationship mapping process 

STEP 1: Prepare a labeled document corpus D 

D = {d1, d2,……, dk} 

STEP 2: Extract set of distinct classes C from the corpus  

C={c1, c2,……, cm} 

STEP 3: Extract candidates term list T from the corpus 

T={t1, t2,……, tn} 

STEP 4: Independency measurement for every term to class 

For each class c in C 

For each word t in T 

Calculate
2

,ctχ  

Next 

Next 

Figure 3.7. Term-to-class relationship mapping steps 

Example 3.1: 

Take an example of a 2χ  statistical measurement on 10 documents in 5 classes with 8 

candidate terms as described in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.8, the term-to-class dependency 

matrix is transformed as shown in Table 3.4. 

• Document corpus (number of documents = 10): D = {d1, d2,…, d10} 

• Labeled classes (number of classes = 5): C = {c1, c2,…, c5 } 

• Extracted candidate terms (number of terms = 8): T = {t1, t2,…, t8}  

Table 3.3. Content of term and documents distribution 

Documents Term occurrence Class 

d1 t1, t2 c1 

d2 t2 c1 

d3 t2, t3, t4 c1 

d4 t3 c2 

d5 t6 c2 
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d6 t4, t5, t6 c3 

d7 t1, t5, t6 c3 

d8 t6 c4 

d9 t6, t7, t8 c4 

d10 t5, t8 c5 
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Figure 3.8. 8 x 10 term-by-document matrix for 10 documents and 8 terms 

Table 3.4. Term-to-class table - 10 documents in 5 classes with 8 candidate terms  

 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

t1 d1  d7   

t2 d1, d2, d3     

t3 d3 d4    

t4 d3  d6    

t5 d3  d6, d7  d10 

t6  d5 d6, d7 d8, d9  

t7    d9  

t8    d9 d10 

  

A 2χ  mapping table that maps the candidate terms to classes can be formed as shown 

in Table 3.5. This table expresses the relationship of the term ti and the class ci by the 

2χ  weight. This weight measures how the term is related to the class. By selecting the 
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highest weight of every term-to-class mapping entry (highlighted in Table 3.5), every 

candidate term is now mapped to a single class, as shown in Figure 3.9. 

Table 3.5. 2χ mapping between 5 classes and 8 candidate terms 

 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

t1 0.476 0.625 1.406 0.625 0.278 

t2 10.000 1.071 1.071 1.071 0.476 

t3 0.476 1.406 0.625 0.625 0.278 

t4 0.476 0.625 1.406 0.625 0.278 

t5 0.079 1.667 3.750 1.667 1.667 

t6 4.286 0.000 2.500 2.500 1.111 

t7 0.476 0.278 0.278 4.444 0.123 

t8 1.071 0.625 0.625 1.406 4.444 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Term mapping to classes from the example 

This 2χ  calculation may contain incorrect results and may not fully explore all the 

valid mapping in the text corpus. For example, the term t6 has the highest mapping 

value to c1 among all the classes (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5), however the term t6 actually does not 

exist once in class c1. This situation is illustrated in the Example 3.2: 

 

t1 

class c1 

t2 

t3 

t4 

class c3 

class c4 

class c5 

t5 

t6 

t7 

t8 

1.406 

class c2 

1.406 

1.406 

10.000 

3.750 

4.286 

4.444 

4.444 
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Example 3.2: 

Table 3.6 and Table 3.7 show the observed frequency of term t6 to class c1 and c3 from 

the example given in Table 3.4: 

Table 3.6. 2x2 term-to-class contingency table of termt6 and class c1 

 c1 ¬c1 ∑ 

t6 0 5 5 

¬t6 3 2 5 

∑ 3 7 10 

Table 3.7. 2x2 term-to-class contingency table of term t6 and class c3 

 c3 ¬c3 ∑ 

t6 2 3 5 

¬t6 0 5 5 

∑ 5 5 10 

 

Applying the mapping equation to Table 3.6, we produce: 5.1
16 , =ctE , 5.3

16 , =¬ctE , 

5.1
16 , =¬ ctE , 5.3

16 , =¬¬ ctE , and 286.42

, 16
=ctχ .  For Table 3.7, we produce: 1

36 , =ctE , 

4
36 , =¬ctE , 1

36 , =¬ ctE , 4
36 , =¬¬ ctE , and 500.22

, 36
=ctχ . In this result, we produced 

2

,

2

, 3616 ctct χχ >  (4.286 > 2.500), and this means the term t6 has stronger dependency on 

class c1 than c3.  However, t6  has in fact more occurrence in c3 than in c1 (2 

occurrences in c3 while 0 occurrence in c1). A zero occurrence in a class can obtain a 

high 2χ  statistical value meaning that the statistic does not reflect the real situation. 

Another example (Example 3.3) is given to further illustrate the problem: 

Example 3.3: 

Table 3.8 and Table 3.9 show the observed frequency of term t1 to class c1 from the 

example given in Table 3.4: 
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Table 3.8. 2x2 term-to-class contingency table of term t1 and class c1 

 c1 ¬c1 ∑ 

t1 1 1 2 

¬t1 2 6 8 

∑ 3 7 10 

Table 3.9. 2x2 term-to-class contingency table of term t7 and class c1 

 c1 ¬c1 ∑ 

t7 0 1 1 

¬t7 3 6 9 

∑ 3 7 10 

  

Applying the mapping equation to Table 3.8, we produce: 6.0
11 ,
=

ct
E , 4.1

11 , =¬ctE , 

4.2
11 , =¬ ctE , 6.5

11 , =¬¬ ctE , and 476.0
2

, 11
=ctχ .  For Table 3.9 we produce: 3.0

17 , =ctE , 

7.0
17 , =¬ctE , 7.2

17 , =¬ ctE , 3.6
17 , =¬¬ ctE , and 4760.02

, 17
=ctχ . In this result, we 

produced the same 2χ  statistical result that 476.02

,

2

, 1711
== ctct χχ , and this means both 

term t1 and t7 have the same dependency on class c1.  However, t1 and t7 actually have 

different occurrence distributions in class c1. Different distribution of occurrences 

producing the same 2χ  statistical value reveals that the values do not reflect real 

situation about the term dependency on a class.  

Term-to-class positive and negative dependency measurement by R  

The problem of using 2χ  statistic measurement is that we can measure the term 

dependency on a class, but cannot measure whether the dependency is positive or 

negative (Li et al. 2008). In Example 3.2, although the result showed that 2

,

2

, 3616 ctct χχ >  

(4.286 > 2.500) for the word t6, there is 0 occurrence among all documents in class c1 

(d1, d2, d3) (0 out of 3 = 0%), and also there is 0 document that containing t6 has been 
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classified as class c1 (0 out of 5 = 0%). Therefore, we define this dependency as 

negative dependency, i.e. term t6 has a negative dependency on class c1. On the other 

hand, the term t6 has 2 occurrences among all 2 documents in class c3 (d6, d7) (2 out of 2 

= 100%), and also there is 2 documents that containing t6 has been classified as class c3 

(2 out of 3 = 66%). Therefore, we define this dependency as positive dependency, i.e. 

term t6 has a positive dependency on class c3. Similarly in Example 3.3, although the 

result showing that 476.02

,

2

, 1711
== ctct χχ , term t7 actually has a negative dependency on 

the class c1 and term t1 has a positive dependency on class c1. The measurement of a 

term dependency on a class is whether negative or positive, is defined by the equation 

of ratio between observed frequency and expected frequency, as 
ctR ,
 (Li et al. 2008): 

ct

ct

ct
E

O
R

,

,

, =  

ctR ,
 can be defined as probability calculations as:  

1
)()(

),(),(),(),(
, +

¬¬−¬¬
=

cptp

ctpctpctpctp
R ct

 

ctR ,
is the ratio between Ot,c and Et,c. Term t is measured as positive dependency on class 

c if 
ctR ,
> 1, or term t is measured as negative dependency on class c if 

ctR ,
< 1. 

ctR ,
= 1 

means that there is no dependency between t and c. In summary, 2

,ctχ  measures the 

dependency between a term and a class in a corpus distribution, while 
ctR ,
 measures 

whether the dependency is positive or negative: 

 

it

negative dependency on cj if 1, <cwR  

positive dependency on cj if 1, >cwR  
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Updated Steps of Term-to-class relationship mapping process 

STEP 1: Prepare a labeled document corpus D 

STEP 2: Extract a set of distinct classes C from the corpus  

STEP 3: Extract candidates term list T from the corpus 

STEP 4: Independency measurement between every term and class 

STEP 5: Positive/negative measurement for every term  

For each class c in C 

For each term t in T 

Calculate 
ctR ,
 

Next 

Next 

Figure 3.10. Updated term-to-class relationship mapping steps 

Example 3.4:  

To determine whether the term has negative or positive dependency on a class, the 

Example 3.1 is extended by further measuring the 
ctR ,
 values, the result is shown in 

Table 3.10. Every term in T = {t1, t2,…, t8} to class C = {c1, c2,…, c5} dependency values 

of the example is calculated and summarized in Tables 3.11 to 3.18 correspondingly to 

the terms t1 to t8. 

Table 3.10. 
ctR ,
 mapping of 5 classes and 8 candidate terms  

 c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 

t1 1.667 0.000 2.500 0.000 0.000 

t2 3.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

t3 1.667 2.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 

t4 1.667 0.000 2.500 0.000 0.000 

t5 0.833 0.000 2.500 0.000 2.500 

t6 0.000 1.000 2.000 2.000 0.000 

t7 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000 0.000 

t8 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.500 5.000 
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Table 3.11. Dependency values of t1 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 0.476 1.667 positive 

c2 0.625 0.000 negative 

c3 1.406 2.500 positive 

c4 0.625 0.000 negative 

c5 0.278 0.000 negative 
 

Table 3.12. Dependency values of t2 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 10.00 3.333 positive 

c2 1.071 0.000 negative 

c3 1.071 0.000 negative 

c4 1.071 0.000 negative 

c5 0.476 0.000 negative 
 

Table 3.13. Dependency values of t3 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 0.476 1.667 positive 

c2 1.406 2.500 positive 

c3 0.625 0.000 negative 

c4 0.625 0.000 negative 

c5 0.278 0.000 negative 
 

Table 3.14. Dependency values of t4 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 0.476 1.667 positive 

c2 0.625 0.000 negative 

c3 1.406 2.500 positive 

c4 0.625 0.000 negative 

c5 0.278 0.000 negative 
 

Table 3.15. Dependency values of t5 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 0.079 0.833 negative 

c2 1.667 0.000 negative 

c3 3.750 2.500 positive 

c4 1.667 0.000 negative 

c5 1.667 2.500 positive 
 

Table 3.16. Dependency values of t6 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 4.286 0.000 negative 

c2 0.000 1.000 negative 

c3 2.500 2.000 positive 

c4 2.500 2.000 positive 

c5 1.111 0.000 negative 
 

Table 3.17. Dependency values of t7 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 0.476 0 negative 

c2 0.278 0 negative 

c3 0.278 0 negative 

c4 4.444 5.000 positive 

c5 0.123 0 negative 
 

Table 3.18. Dependency values of t8 

class 
2

,ctχ  
ctR ,
 dependency 

c1 1.071 0 negative 

c2 0.625 0 negative 

c3 0.625 0 negative 

c4 1.406 2.500 positive 

c5 4.444 5 positive 
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Both 2

,ctχ  and 
ctR ,
 values are calculated for each term-class combination, and they are 

used for the term-to-class relationship mapping process. When there are n terms in the 

candidate term list }...{ 1 nttT = , and m topic classes in }...{ 1 mccC = , the number of the 

calculations of 2

,ctχ  and 
ctR ,
 are equal to n * m (m vector with n values in each 

vector). 

The goal of the term-to-class relationship mapping process is to classify every 

candidate term ti, where ti∈T, into its most related class cj, where cj∈C. There are m 

term-dependency vectors V if document set D contains m topic classes, }...{ 1 mvvV =  for 

every topic class cj with vj = {(t1,,
2

,1 jctχ ,
jctR ,1

), (t2, ,
2

,2 jctχ ,
jctR ,2

),…, (tn, ,
2

, jn ctχ ,
jn ctR ,
)}: 

• Document corpus (number of documents = k): D = {d1, d2,…, dk} 

• Labeled classes (number of classes = m): C = {c1, c2,…, cm } 

• Extracted candidate terms (number of terms = n): T = {t1, t2,…, tn}  

• Term-dependency vectors: V={v1, v2,…,vm}  

for each vj = {(t1,,
2

,1 jctχ ,
jctR ,1

), (t2, ,
2

,2 jctχ ,
jctR ,2

),…, (tn, ,
2

, jn ctχ ,
jn ctR ,
)} 

The weight of every term ti in term-dependency vector vj for class cj is ranked by 2

, ji ctχ , 

and every vj contains n entries. Every vj is a vector of term-dependency relationship for 

a particular class. 

Example 3.5:  

From the result of the previous examples (Example 3.1 – 3.4), the ranked terms in the 

term-dependency vector of each class are therefore created: 

• Term-dependency of class c1: vc1 = {(w2, 10.000, 3.333), (w1, 0.476, 1.667), (w3, 

0.476, 1.667), (w4, 0.476, 1.667)} 

• Term-dependency of class c2: vc2= {(w3, 1.406, 2.500)} 
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• Term-dependency of class c3: vc3= {(w5, 3.750, 2.500), (w6, 2.500, 2.000), (w1, 

1.406, 2.500), (w4, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• Term-dependency of class c4: vc4= {(w7, 4.444, 5.000), (w6, 2.500, 2.500), (w8, 

1.406, 2.500)} 

• Term-dependency of class c5: vc5= {(w8, 4.444, 5.000), (w5, 1.667, 2.500)} 

3.3.3 Term-to-Term Relationship Mapping  

Term-to-term relationship mapping is a further learning process that calculates the 

inter-relationships between every term in the term list of a class (the term-list of a class 

that has been created in the term-to-class relationship mapping process). In the 

term-to-class relationship mapping process, we find out the weighted relationship 

between a term and a class, but we do not know how those terms are related to each 

other inside the class. Therefore, the term-to-term relationship mapping further finds 

out and calculates this weighted relationship between those terms. We calculate and 

create a directed relation between two terms, as shown in Figure 3.11. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Terms mapping to each other 

term t1 

term t2 

term tn 

class c1 

class cm 

. 

. 

. 

. 

1. Term-to-class mapping 

2. Term-to-term
mapping
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To measure term-to-term relationship, we first select a certain number of terms in 

each class. In a real case, we determine a threshold k for the maximum number of 

highest ranked positive terms inside a term-dependency vector of each class to 

represent the term group of the corresponding class for calculation: 

• k-number of highest ranked positive terms in each class: V={v1, v2,…,vm}  

for each vi ={ ),,(),...,,,(),,,( ,

2

,,

2

,2,

2

,1 2211 jkjkjjjj ctctkctctctct RtRtRt χχχ } where 1, >
ji cwR  

• If the number of positive terms ( 1, >
ji ctR ) in a class is smaller than the threshold k, 

then we select all positive terms inside the class as the term group. 

Example 3.6: 

Continued from Example 3.5, the selected term-group of each class, as represented in 

the following, for threshold k = 4 

• Term group of class c1 (4 terms selected): vc1 = {(t2, 10.000, 3.333), (t1, 0.476, 

1.667), (t3, 0.476, 1.667), (t4, 0.476, 1.667)} 

• Term group of class c2  (2 terms selected): vc2 = {(t3, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• Term group of class c3 (4 terms selected): vc3 = {(t5, 3.750, 2.500), (t6, 2.500, 

2.000), (t1, 1.406, 2.500), (t4, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• Term group of class c4 (3 terms selected): vc4 = {(t7, 4.444, 5.000), (t6, 2.500, 

2.000), (t8, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• Term group of class c5 (2 terms selected): vc5 = {(t8, 4.444, 5.000), (t5, 1.667, 

2.500)} 

The relationship mapping process requires a document corpus (also a corpus of 

Chinese text document) for learning purpose. In this term-to-term relationship mapping 

process, the document corpus is not required to be the same as the corpus that are used 

in the term-to-class relationship mapping process. Moreover, the document corpus is 
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not required to be a classified corpus (an unclassified corpus is already enough), 

because in this mapping process we are going to extract and find out the relationship 

between terms, so that the information of which class of a document refers to is 

unnecessary.  

Term-to-term independency measurement by 2χ  

In the term-to-term relationship mapping process, we similarly apply the 2χ  statistical 

measurement of all the terms in the term-group vi of each class ci. The equation for 2χ  

statistics is modified to measure the independency between two terms, instead of 

between a term and a class in the previous term-to-class mapping process. The 

co-occurrence frequencies between two terms - ta and tb is expressed in a modified 

two-way contingency table as shown in Table 3.19 

Table 3.19. 2x2 term-to-term contingency table of term ta and term tb 

 tb ¬tb  ∑ 

ta ba ttO ,  
ba ttO ¬,  

ba ttO ,
 + 

ba ttO ¬,  

¬ta ba ttO ,¬  
ba ttO ¬¬ ,
 

ba ttO ,¬  + 
ba ttO ¬¬ ,
 

∑ 
ba ttO ,
 + 

ba ttO ,¬  
ba ttO ¬,  + 

ba ttO ¬¬ ,
 

ba ttO ,
 + 

ba ttO ¬,  + 
ba ttO ,¬  + 

ba ttO ¬¬ ,
 = N 

 

The term-to-term contingency table is comprised of the cells of observed frequency Oi,j 

where },{ ba tti ¬∈ and },{ bb ttj ¬∈ . Thus, 
ba ttO ,
 is the observed frequency (number) of 

documents which contain term ta as well as term tb; 
ba ttO ¬,  is the observed frequency of 

documents which does not contain term ta and also does not contain term tb; 
ba ttO ,¬  is 

the observed frequency of documents which does not contain term ta but contain the 
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term tb; and 
ba ttO ¬¬ ,
 is the observed frequency of documents which does not contain 

both terms ta and tb.  

The observed frequency is compared to the expected frequency Ei,j where  },{ ba tti ¬∈  

and },{ bb ttj ¬∈ . Ei,j is defined as 

N

OO
E ba batta ttb bija

ji

∑ ∑¬∈ ¬∈= },{ },{ ,,

,

 

The 2χ  statistics independency measurement for term t and class c introduced in 

chapter 3.3.2 is now modified as follows, as to measure the dependency between two 

term ta and tb, instead of measuring between a term t and a class c. 

∑∑
¬∈¬∈

−
=

},{ ,

2

,,

}{

2

,

)(

, bbaa

ba

ttj ji

jiji

tti

tt
E

EO
χ  

Note that by this term-to-term independency measurement, 2

,

2

, abba tttt χχ ≠ , and 

2

,

2

, iaba tttt χχ = if ba = . Normalization is also applied to every term-to-term independency 

value by the ratio of 2

, ba ttχ  value and term-to-class independency value ( 2

, ia ctχ ). The 

normalization of terms ta and tb is defined as: 

2

,

2

,2

,

ia

ba

ba

ct

tt

ttn
χ

χ
χ =  

After the term-to-term relationship mapping and normalization process, we can obtain 

a kk ×  term-to-term dependency matrix containing the value of  2

, ba ttnχ  and ba ttR ,  as 

shown in Tables 3.20 and 3.21. The tables contain the term independency values 

representing the relationship of every term-to-term pair within a class.  
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Table 3.20. Term dependency 2

, ba ttnχ of class ci 

 t1 t2 … tk-1 tk 

t1 1 
2

, 12 ttnχ
 … 

2

, 11 ttk
n

−
χ

 
2

, 1ttk
nχ

 

t2 
2

, 21 ttnχ
 1 … 

2

, 21 ttk
n

−
χ

 
2

, 2ttk
nχ

 

… … … … … … 

tk-1 
2

, 11 −kttnχ
 

2

, 12 −kttnχ
 … 1 

2

, 1−kk ttnχ
 

tk 
2

,1 kttnχ
 

2

,2 kttnχ
 … 

2

,1 kk ttn
−

χ
 1 

Table 3.21. Term dependency
ba wwR ,
of class ci 

 t1 t2 … tk-1 tk 

t1 11 ,ttR  12 ,ttR  … 11 ,ttk
R

−  1,ttk
R

 

t2 21 ,ttR  22 ,ttR  … 21 ,ttk
R

−  2,ttk
R

 

… … … … … … 

tk-1 11 , −kttR  12 , −kttR  … 11 , −− kk ttR  1, −kk ttR  

tk kttR ,1  kttR ,2  …  kk ttR ,1−  kk ttR ,  

Example 3.7: 

The result of term-to-class relationship vectors of each class C={c1, c2, c3, c4, c5} from 

Example 3.4 is shown as follows: 

• vc1  = {(t1, 0.476, 1.667), (t2, 10, 3.333), (t3, 0.476, 1.667), (t4, 0.476, 1.667), (t5, 

0.079, 0.833), (t6, 4.286, 0), (t7, 0.476, 0), (t8, 1.071, 0)} 

• vc2  = {(t1, 0.625, 0), (t2, 1.071, 0), (t3, 1.406, 2.500), (t4, 0.625, 0), (t5, 1.667, 0), 

(t6, 0, 1.000), (t7, 0.278, 0), (t8, 0.625, 0)} 

• vc3  = {(t1, 1.406, 2.500), (t2, 1.071, 0), (t3, 0.625, 0), (t4, 1.406, 2.500), (t5, 3.750, 

2.500), (t6, 2.500, 2.000), (t7, 0.278, 0), (t8, 0.625, 0)} 

• vc4  = {(t1, 0.625, 0), (t2, 1.071, 0), (t3, 0.625, 0), (t4, 0.625, 0), (t5, 1.667, 0), (t6, 

2.500, 2.000), (t7, 4.444, 5.000), (t8, 1.406, 2.500)} 
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• vc5  = {(t1, 0.278, 0), (t2, 0.476, 0), (t3, 0.278, 0), (t4, 0.278, 0), (t5, 1.667, 2.500), 

(t6, 1.111, 0), (t7, 0.123, 0), (t8, 4.444, 5)} 

The result of selected term-group for each class, by selecting top k ranked positive term 

(for k = 4): 

• vc1  = {(t2, 10, 3.333), (t1, 0.476, 1.667), (t3, 0.476, 1.667), (t4, 0.476, 1.667)} 

• vc2  = {(t3, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• vc3  = {(t5, 3.750, 2.500), (t6, 2.500, 2.000), (t1, 1.406, 2.500), (t4, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• vc4  = {(t7, 4.444, 5.000), (t6, 2.500, 2.000), (t8, 1.406, 2.500)} 

• vc5  = {(t8, 4.444, 5), (t5, 1.667, 2.500)} 

The first step is to retrieve the term-to-class relationship vector and create a term-group 

containing at most four highest ranked terms for each class, as shown in Table 3.22: 

Table 3.22. Term-groups created for classes c1 to c5 

class 
ic

v  

c1 t2, t1, t3, t4 

c2 t3 

c3 t5, t6, t1, t4 

c4 t7, t6, t8 

c5 t8, t5 

 

As stated in the process description, a document corpus is required for learning the 

term-to-term relationship mapping. The new document corpus can be different from 

that which has been used in the term-to-class relationship mapping, and the new 

document corpus needs not be a classified corpus (i.e. all unlabeled documents). The 

details of the document corpus used in this example are shown as follows (Table 3.23): 
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• Document corpus (number of documents = 10): D2 = {d1, d2,…, d10} 

• Unlabeled classes (not required in this process) 

• Extracted candidate terms (distinct terms in all created term-group): t1,,…, t8 

Table 3.23. Content of terms and documents distribution of the document corpus D2 

Documents Term occurrence Class 

d1 t1, t2 - 

d2 t1, t2 - 

d3 t1, t2, t3, t4, t5 - 

d4 t3, t4, t5 - 

d5 t6, t8 - 

d6 t3, t4, t5, t6 - 

d7 t1, t5, t6 - 

d8 t3, t6 - 

d9 t6, t7, t8 - 

d10 t5, t6, t8 - 

 

Every term-group of each class requires a separate term-to-term relationship mapping 

learning. This means that if there is n number of class in the class vector C, there 

requires n separate learning process for generating all term-to-term relationship 

mapping. For example, there are 5 classes (5 term-groups) in the Example 3.7 as shown 

in Table 3.22, so there requires 5 separate term-to-term independency measurements 

for each term-group. 

In this learning process, every term in the term-group is first transformed as a 

“class-label” for processing the 2χ  based term-to-term independency measurement. 

Then each “class” is further mapped to a set of documents containing the term (the 

“class-label”), as shown in Figure 3.12. 
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 Figure 3.12. Create document links to each term in the term-group 

 Steps of term-to-term relationship mapping process 

 STEP 1: Retrieve the term-to-class relationship vectors V 

 For each v in V 

 Rank every term t in v by 2

,ctχ  

 Select top k-number of t as the term-group 

 T = {t1, t2,…,tk} 

 Next 

 STEP 2: Prepare a unlabeled document corpus D2 

D2 = {d1, d2,……} 

 STEP 3: Create new class vector v with k-number of terms in each class 

V = {vc1, vc2,…,vcm} 

 STEP 4: Transform terms in term-group to “class-label” 

C = {t1, t2,……} 

 STEP 5: Retrieve and link documents from D2 to each “class-label” 

For each t in C 

For each d in D2 

If d contains t 

Link d to class t 

End If 

Next 

 Next 

 STEP 6: Independency measurement for every term-pair 

For every term-to-class relationship vector v 

t1 t2 … tn 

c1 t1 t2 … tn Term-group 

Classes 

Corpus D2 d1 d2 … … d9 d10 

Transforms to 
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Create C for v  

For each ta in C 

For each tb in C 
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Figure 3.13. Term-to-term relationship mapping steps 

An example of the above step and its detailed independency measure is illustrated in the 

following (Example 3.8): 

Example 3.8: 

This examples illustrates the calculation of terms mapping in class c1, the data is 

represented as follows (continued from Example 3.7): 

• Document corpus (number of documents = 10): D2 = {d1, d2,…, d10} 

• Term-to-class relationship vector of class c1: vc1  = {(t2, 10, 3.333), (t1, 0.476, 

1.667), (t3, 0.476, 1.667), (t4, 0.476, 1.667)} 

• Transform term-group to class-label: Cc1 = {t2, t1, t3, t4} 

• Link up documents from D2 to Cc1 (result shown in Tables 3.24 and 3.25) 
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Table 3.24. Document links from D2 to Cc1 

Class Document Document count 

t2 d1, d2, d3 3 

t1 d1, d2, d3, d7 4 

t3 d3, d4, d6, d8 4 

t4 d3, d4, d6 3 

Table 3.25. Term-to-term table (10 documents for the term-group of class c1) 

 t2 t1 t3 t4 

t2 d1, d2, d3 d1, d2, d3 d3 d3 

t1 d1, d2, d3 d1, d2, d3, d7 d3 d3 

t3 d3 d3 d3, d4, d6, d8 d3, d4, d6 

t4 d3 d3 d3, d4, d6 d3, d4, d6 

  

All the following tables (Tables 3.26, 3.27, 3.28, and 3.29) are observed from Tables 

3.24 and 3.25 and prepared for calculating the relationship of term t1 to other terms (t1, 

t2, t3, t4). The term-to-term relationship mapping step and the calculation are shown as 

follows: 

Calculating t1 to t1: 

Table 3.26. 2x2 term-to-term contingency table of term t1 and term t1 

 t1 ¬ t1 ∑ 

t1 4 0 4 

¬t1 0 3 3 

∑ 4 3 7 
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The observed frequency: 4
11 , =ttO , 0

11 ,
=¬ttO , 4

11 ,
=¬ ttO , 3

11 ,
=¬¬ ttO . The expected 

frequency: 291.2
11 ,
=ttE , 71.1

11 , =¬ttE , 71.1
11 , =¬ ttE , 29.1

11 , =¬¬ ttE . The dependency 

value of t1 and t1: 72

, 11
=ttχ .   

Calculating t1 to t2: 

Table 3.27. 2x2 term-to-term contingency table of term t1 and term t2 

 t2 ¬ t2 ∑ 

t1 3 1 4 

¬ t1 0 3 3 

3 3 4 7 

 

The observed frequency: 3
21 , =ttO , 1

21 ,
=¬ttO , 0

21 , =¬ ttO , 3
21 , =¬¬ ttO . The expected 

frequency: 71.1
21 , =ttE , 29.2

21 ,
=¬ttE , 29.1

21 ,
=¬ ttE , 71.1

21 , =¬¬ ttE . The dependency 

value of t1 and t2: 938.32

, 21
=ttχ . 

Calculating t1 to t3: 

Table 3.28. 2x2 term-to-term contingency table of term t1 and term t3 

 t3 ¬ t3 ∑ 

t1 1 3 4 

¬ t1 3 0 3 

∑ 4 3 7 

 

The observed frequency: 1
31 , =ttO , 3

31 , =¬ttO , 3
31 , =¬ ttO , 0

31 , =¬¬ ttO . The expected 

frequency: 29.2
31 ,
=ttE , 71.1

31 , =¬ttE , 71.1
31 , =¬ ttE , 29.1

31 , =¬¬ ttE . The dependency 

value of t1 and t3: 938.32

, 31
=ttχ . 
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Calculating t1 to t4: 

Table 3.29. 2x2 term-to-term contingency table of term t6 and term t4 

 t4 ¬ t4 ∑ 

t1 1 3 4 

¬ t1 2 1 3 

∑ 3 4 7 

 

The observed frequency: 1
41 ,
=

tt
O , 3

41 ,
=¬ttO , 2

41 ,
=¬ ttO , 1

4, =¬¬ ttO . The expected 

frequency: 71.1
41 ,
=ttE , 29.2

41 ,
=¬ttE , 29.1

41 ,
=¬ ttE , 71.1

41 ,
=¬¬ ttE . The dependency 

value of t1 and t4: 215.12

, 41
=ttχ  

The dependency values of t1 – t1, t1 – t2, t1 – t3, and t1 – t4 are thus calculated and 

shown in the first row in Table 3.30. To complete all dependency values between all 

terms in class c1 including (second row): t2 – t1, t2 – t2, t2 – t3, t2 – t4 , (third row): t3 – t1, t3 – 

t2, t3 – t3, t3 – t4, (forth row): t4 – t1, t4 – t2, t4 – t3, t4– t4, there requires three more 

calculation step similarly to that had been shown on the above example. All 

dependency values are thus calculated and shown in Table 3.30. The final result of 

term-to-term relationship mapping and its dependency values are shown in Tables 3.31 

and 3.32.   

Table 3.30. 2χ  term-to-term mapping of 4 terms in class c1  

2

, ba ttχ  t1 t2 t3 t4 

t1 7.000 3.938 3.938 1.215 

t2 4.800 8.000 0.533 0.036 

t3 3.938 1.125 7.000 3.928 

t4 0.533 0.036 4.800 8.000 
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 Table 3.31. Final Result - terms dependency 2

, ba ttnχ  of class c1 

2

, ba ttnχ
 t1 t2 t3 t4 

t1 1 0.5626 0.5626 0.1736 

t2 0.6000 1 0.0666 0.0045 

t3 0.5626 0.1607 1 0.5611 

t4 0.0666 0.0045 0.6000 1 

 Table 3.32. Final Result - terms dependency 
ba ttR ,
 of class c1 

ba ttR ,  t1 t2 t3 t4 

t1 1.077 1.556 0.389 0.519 

t2 1.312 1.273 0.438 1.556 

t3 0.398 0.549 1.077 1.556 

t4 0.438 0.583 1.312 1.273 

  

The tabular representation of the term dependency can be converted into a directed 

Ontology Graph: OG = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices of terms, V = {t1, t2,…, tk-1, 

tk}, and A is the set of directed and weighted edge: E = {(t1, t1, 11 ,ttR ),(t1, t2, 21,ttR ),…, (tk, 

tk-1, 1, −kk ttR ),(tk, tk, kk ttR ,
)} where 1, >

ba ttR . In the Example 3.8, for k = 4, the visualized 

Ontology Graph is created as shown in Figure 3.14.  

 

t1

t2

t3

t4

c1

1.556

1.315

1.556

1.273

1.077
1.273

1.273
1.077

 

Figure 3.14. Ontology Graph created for 4 terms in class c1 (k=4) 
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The vertices in the graph are the top k terms in the class, and the edges in the graph are 

the directed and weighted link between two terms if their dependency relation is 

positive ( 1, >
ba ttR ). If the dependency relation of two concepts is negative ( 1

,
<

ba tt
R ), 

the link is not created in the graph. 

3.3.4 Concept Clustering  

The concept clustering is the process of grouping semantically similar concepts into a 

tight semantic group. The directed interdependency graph created in the previous step 

is the base input for the concept clustering process. The idea is to group concepts with 

high weighted relations into a sub graph while separating out other concepts to create a 

new sub graph of low weighted relations. Clusters are automatically created without 

explicitly defining the number of clusters needs to be created. The highest weighted 

edge ex with two vertices ta and tb is first grouped together to form an initial cluster. We 

then select the next highest weighted edge ey with the next two vertices tc and td. If the 

next selected vertices are linked by any vertices from the existing cluster, the vertices 

are put into that cluster. Otherwise a new cluster is formed with the inclusion of the 

selected vertices. The algorithm and clustering step is shown is Figure 3.15. The result 

is an Ontology Graph containing several concept clusters, as shown in Figure 3.16. 

 

Steps of term-to-concept clustering process 

For every Ontology Graph OG 

Select the highest weighted edge ex = {(ta, tb,
 ba ttR ,

) in vector E 

Create the first concept cluster containing ta and tb  

For every edge e in the edge vector E 

Select the next highest weighted edge ex = {(tc, td,
 dc ttR ,

)   

If tc or td appears in the existing cluster 
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   Put both tc and td into that existing cluster 

Otherwise   

Create a new cluster containing tc or td which does not 

appear in existing clusters 

End If  

Next e 

Next OG  

Figure 3.15. Terms-to-concept clustering steps 

The concept clustering process creates the second taxonomical relationship. The first 

taxonomical concept relationship is created in term-to-class relationship mapping, 

where all the terms in a single class are now further clustered and create a second layer 

of hierarchy. So that every concept cluster creates relationships to its related class as a 

parent, and then it creates relationships to all their contained terms as children. Finally 

the process creates a three-level taxonomical relationship in the Ontology Graph for 

the Example 3.8 (Figure 3.16). 
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c1   OG for c1

1.556
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Figure 3.16. Final Ontology Graph created for class c1 
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3.4 Ontology Graph Generation Process 

Ontology Graph is the ontology modeling format in KnowledgeSeeker system, and it is 

the knowledge representation used for intelligent information application development. 

As described in chapter 3.2 and 3.3, the Ontology Graph is able to model concepts that 

based on Chinese terms and their interdependency relationship, through the automatic 

ontology learning process. The Ontology Graph is created as a graphical structure with 

vertices and edges between them. In chapter 3.3, we introduced the method of learning 

Ontology Graph for a class (a domain), so that we can define that Ontology Graph as a 

Domain Ontology Graph (DOG), which is used as the middle layer (domain ontology) 

between upper ontology and application ontology as shown in Figure 3.17.  

 

 

Figure 3.17. Types of Ontology in different levels 

In addition to the three layers of ontology – upper ontology, domain ontology and 

application ontology, KnowledgeSeeker defines two additional types of ontologies, 

they are document ontology and personal ontology. These two types of ontology are 

created based on the domain ontology, and it serves as a mediator in between the 

 

Upper Ontology 

Domain Ontology 

Application Ontology 

Personal Ontology Document Ontology 

 
OG

 
OG

 
OG

Ontology in KS 
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domain ontology and application ontology (Figure 3.17). The upper ontology and the 

application ontology are usually defined in existing ontology modeling languages, 

while the other three core ontologies in KnowledgeSeeker, including the domain 

ontology, document ontology and personal ontology are created in the form of 

Ontology Graph.  

3.4.1 Definition of Ontology Graph Structure   

In KnowledgeSeeker, we define Ontology Graph to model a set of concepts. Concepts 

are created by set of terms and relations between them. The relations of terms are 

enhanced by weights, which are generated automatically by the statistical learning 

method as presented in chapter 3.3. In the following, we formalize the definition of 

Ontology Graph (OG): 

Definition of OG 

The Ontology Graph (OG) in KnowledgeSeeker system is defined as: 

OGd = <T, F, H, R, C, A> 

• d defines the domain of the Ontology Graph is associated with 

• T is a set of terms ti of OGd 

• F is a set of word functions of terms ti∈T 

• H is a set of taxonomy relationship of T 

• R is a set of relations between ti and tj, where ti , tj ∈T 

• C is a set of clusters of ti,…,tn, where t1,…,tn ∈T 

• A is a set of axioms that characterizes each relation of R 
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Definition of Terms in OG 

The term (T) in OG is symbol in the form of lexical words. The term itself does not 

define any concepts or semantic meanings, unless relations are assigned to it. In the 

natural language of Chinese, meaningful terms for human understanding are normally 

form by 2-4 Chinese characters. A term ti is assigned to the domain d with a weight wt,d  

in the Ontology Graph OGd as the initial relations, refers to how much the term ti relates 

to the domain d: 

Td (ti, wj) where ti∈T 

Definition of Word function of terms in OG 

Word functions are assigned to terms in OG to differentiate different kinds and nature 

about the terms. Word function F in OG is defined as: 

F = (T, P, MF) 

• T is the set of terms ti in OGd  

• P is a set of types of word function  

• MF is a set of mapping between a term ti and word function pi, where MF is a 

mapping functions defined as: 

MF (ti, pi) where ti∈T, pi∈P 

The basic word functions include the followings: 

P ∈{CN, PN, ADJ, VERB} 

• Common Noun (CN) – A term that refers and describes a person, place, and thing, 

state etc. 
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• Proper Noun (PN) – A term that names people, places, and things. 

• Adjective (ADJ) – A descriptive terms that describe and modify the meaning of a 

noun. 

• Verb (VERB) – A term that describes an action or a state. 

Definition of Hierarchy in OG 

The hierarchy in OG is a special type of relationship that describes the taxonomy 

between two terms. It is defined that a term ti semantically contains tj if ti is a 

super-ordinates of tj, namely ti ⊇  tj. The hierarchy consists of one-to-many 

relationship structure (a super-ordinate relates to many sub-ordinates and one 

sub-ordinate relates to only one super-ordinate). The hierarchy H in OG is defined as: 

H = (S, RelH) 

• S is a sub-set of terms T of OGd that representing the super-ordinate and 

sub-ordinate terms 

• RelH is a set of directed and weighted hierarchical relations between a 

super-ordinate term ti and a sub-ordinate term tj with a weight valuew . RelH  is a 

ranking function which associates the terms: 

RelH  (ti, tj, 
ji ttw ,
) 

Definition of Relations in OG 

The relations R in OG is any semantic relationship between two terms ti and tj, namely ti 

× tj,. The relation R in OG is defined as: 

R = (T, RelS) 
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• T is the set of terms ti of OGd  

• RelS is a set of directed and weighted semantic relations between two terms ti and tj 

with a weight valuew . RelS  is a ranking function which associates the terms: 

RelS (ti, tj, 
ji ttw ,
) 

Definition of Cluster in OG 

The cluster C in OG separates all terms ti into several clusters. A cluster is formed by a 

group of terms that are semantically similar to each other, and it expresses a generalized 

concept as a group rather than an explicit term. The cluster C in OG is defined as: 

C = (L, S, MC) 

• L is a set of labels representing the cluster 

• S is a sub-set of terms T of OGd 

• MC is a set of mappings between a label li and a term ti, where MC is a mapping 

functions defined as: 

MC (li, ti) where li ∈L, ti, ∈S 

3.4.2 Domain Ontology Graph Generation Process 

The Domain Ontology Graph (DOG) is created from a large classified Chinese corpus 

in the ontology learning process. The generation is a semi-automatic process. The 

manual processes include defining the initial term list (can be obtained from existing 

dictionary), defining and mapping the types of word function (also may be obtained 

form that dictionary), and labeling the concept clusters. The automatic processes 
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include the domain terms extraction, terms relationship extraction (taxonomical and 

semantic relationship), and concept cluster extraction. The main flow of the automated 

process had been discussed in chapter 3.3 and it is summarized in Figure 3.18.  

 

 

Figure 3.18. Domain Ontology Graph Generation Process 

Example 3.9: 

Table 3.33 shows a term list of a sample DOG of the domain “entertainment” (娛樂) 

and Figure 3.19 visualizes the sample DOG as a directed graph. This example only 

showed a sample data and the data is not learnt by the automatic learning process. 
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Table 3.33. Term list of a sample DOG of domain “entertainment” 

Term ti  (In English) Word function Weight to domain 

娛樂 Entertainment CN 1.0 

音樂 Music CN 0.9 

電影 Movie CN 0.9 

跳舞 Dance CN 0.9 

流行舞 Pop Dance CN 0.9 

流行 Pop CN 0.8 

爵士舞 Jazz Dance CN 0.8 

爵士樂 Jazz Music CN 0.8 

經典 Classical CN 0.7 

唱歌 Sing VERB 0.7 

戲院 Cinema CN 0.6 

卡通 Cartoon CN 0.6 

動畫 Anime CN 0.6 

記錄片 Documentary Film CN 0.5 

導演 Director CN 0.5 

演員 Actor CN 0.5 

演出 Perform VERB 0.5 

歷史 History CN 0.1 

 

The OGd contains those definitions as in the following: 

• d = “娛樂” 

• T = {(娛樂, 1), (音樂, 0.9), (電影, 0.9), (跳舞, 0.9), (流行舞, 0.9), (流行, 0.8), (爵士舞, 

0.8), (爵士樂, 0.8), (經典, 0.7), (唱歌, 0.7), (戲院, 0.6), (卡通, 0.6), (動畫, 0.6), (記錄片, 

0.5), (導演, 0.5), (演員, 0.5), (演出0.5), (歷史, 0.1)} 

• F = {(娛樂, CN), (音樂, CN), (電影, CN), (跳舞, CN), (流行舞, CN), (流行, CN), (爵士

舞, CN), (爵士樂, CN), (經典, CN), (唱歌, REF_VERB), (戲院, CN), (卡通, CN), (動畫, 

CN), (記錄片, CN), (導演, CN), (演員, CN), (演出, REF_VERB), (歷史, CN)} 

• H = {(娛樂, 音樂, 0.5), (娛樂, 電影, 0.5), (娛樂, 跳舞, 0.2), (跳舞, 流行舞, 0.6), (跳舞, 

爵士舞, 0.6), (音樂, 流行, 0.5), (音樂, 爵士樂, 0.7), (音樂, 經典, 0.4), (電影, 卡通, 

0.5), (電影, 動畫, 0.6), (電影, 記錄片, 0.3)} 
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• R = { (唱歌, 音樂, 0.8), (爵士舞, 爵士樂, 0.2), (流行舞, 流行, 0.6), (電影, 戲院, 0.8), 

(導演, 電影, 0.9), (演員, 電影, 0.9), (導演, 演出, 0.3), (演員, 演出, 0.9), (記錄片, 歷

史, 0.7)} 

• C = { (音樂, 音樂), (電影, 電影), (跳舞, 跳舞), (跳舞, 流行舞), (音樂, 流行), (跳舞, 

爵士舞), (音樂, 爵士樂), (音樂, 經典), (音樂, 唱歌), (電影, 戲院), (電影, 卡通), (電

影, 動畫), (電影, 記錄片), (電影, 導演), (電影, 演員), (電影, 演出)} 

 

Figure 3.19. A graphical representation of the DOG of “entertainment” 

 

H - Hierarchy  

R - Semantic 
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3.5 Ontology Graph Matching and Querying Process 

In the previous chapters, we introduced the KnowledgeSeeker (KS) system framework, 

including the ontology modeling, learning and generation modules. The ontology 

modeling modules provide the format and structure definition of Ontology Graph (OG). 

The ontology learning and generation modules provide the steps of learning and 

generating a Domain Ontology Graph (DOG). The next module in KnowledgeSeeker is 

the Ontology Graph querying module. It defines different kinds of operation that use 

OG or DOG and the operation methods. Examples of those operations include:  

1. Document Ontology Graph generation (describes in chapter 3.5.1) 

2. Ontology Graph based similarity measurement (describe in chapter 3.5.2) 

3. Ontology Graph based text classification (describe in chapter 3.5.3) 

4. Querying documents with Ontology Graph based approach (describe in chapter 

3.5.4) 

3.5.1 Document Ontology Graph Generation  

A Document Ontology Graph (DocOG) is a type of Ontology Graph that used to 

represent the content of a text document. Traditional information system usually 

represents documents by term vectors. In KnowledgeSeeker system, we proposed to 

use the Ontology Graph to represents the content about a text document. In addition, 

the DocOG can also describe more information about the document, such as the 

related knowledge of a certain domain. This can be done by matching the text 

document to a Domain Ontology Graph (DOG) to acquire more knowledge about the 

related domain. 
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The matching of a text document to a DOG aims at extracting more knowledge 

about the domain inside the document. Text document is often represented by a list of 

terms (a weighted term vector). We match a text document to a DOG to create 

mappings between them if they have an intersection of same terms (Figure 3.20). This 

process can relate a document to a particular domain. The process can be used to extract 

more knowledge about the document and also measure the similarity of the document 

to the matched target DOG.  
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    T4 
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Figure 3.20. Mapping overlapping terms in document and domain Ontology Graph 

Document Ontology Graph Generation Components 

• SOURCE Data: A document written in the form of text 

• MAIN Knowledge: A Domain Ontology Graph (DOG) of a certain domain 

• TARGET Result: A Document Ontology Graph (DocOG) describing the document 

 

 

Figure 3.21. Components of Document Ontology Graph generation process 
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Matching Process Description 

 

 

Figure 3.22. Process of Document Ontology Graph extraction 

Input: An input document (text) and a DOG – OGd for domain d. 

Output: A Document OG OGdoc representing the input document doc. 

Generation Steps 

Step 1:  Obtain the document content in text 

Step 2:   Transform the document to weighted term vector: 

)},(),,(),...,,(),,{(
121 121 kk tktkttdoc wtwtwtwtV
−−=  

Step 3:  Obtain the term set T and relation set R of a DOG (OGd = <T, F, H, R, C, A>). 

Step 4: Concept formation by term matching for creating the term set T and relation 

set R of DocOG (OGdoc). 

Step 5:  Ontology Graph matching from the related concepts: 

For all term ti in Vdoc 

If term ti exits in T of OGd 

For all related terms tj in R of OGd 

Add both ti and tj to the term set T of OGdoc 

Term Vector Mapping 
Term 

Weight 
Mapping Table Generate 

Term 
Term Term Domain OG Document OG 

Extract 

Terms 

Document (Text) 
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Add the relation to the relation set R of OGdoc for the terms ti  

and tj, for weight jitt www
ji

×=,
 

Next 

End If  

Next 

Step 6:  Ontology Graph Generation for the document with the created T and R. 

Definition of a Sample Domain Ontology Graph for the Further Examples: 

For simplification, a sample of Domain Ontology Graph OGA which contains only 

terms and relations representing the domain A is defined as follows. The tabular form 

of OGA is shown in Table 3.34, and graphical representation of OGA is shown in Figure 

3.23: 

• T:OGA = {A, B, C, D, E} 

• R:OGA = {(A, A, 1), (A, B, 0.1), (A, C, 0.2), (A, D, 0.3), (A, E, 0.4), (B, A, 0.1), (B, 

B, 1), (B, C, 0.2), (B, D, 0.3), (B, E, 0.4), (C, A, 0.1), (C, B, 0.2), (C, C, 1), (C, D, 

0.3), (C, E, 0.4), (D, A, 0.1), (D, B, 0.2), (D, C, 0.3), (D, D, 1), (D, E, 0.4), (E, A, 

0.1), (E, B, 0.2), (E, C, 0.3), (E, D, 0.4), (E, E, 1)} 

Table 3.34. Table of the terms and relations in OGA 

 A B C D E 

A 1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

B 0.1 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

C 0.1 0.2 1 0.3 0.4 

D 0.1 0.2 0.3 1 0.4 

E 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 1 
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Figure 3.23. Domain Ontology Graph OGA 

Example 3.10 – Document Ontology Graph Generation 

Two examples about documents d1 and d2 which are defined as follows to illustrate the 

generation of their corresponding Document Ontology Graph (
1d

OG and 
2d

OG ): 

Step 1: Obtain the document content 

• d1: A–A–B–D (Document-length = 4). 

• d2: D–D–D–E (Document length = 4). 

Step 2: Transformed to weighted term vector 

The weight of every term in each document is weighted by 
ji dtW ,
where ti represent the 

i
th
 distinct terms in the document j. 

ji dtW ,
 is defined as:  

=
ji dtW ,

j

ji

dl

tf ,
 

• tf denotes the frequency of term i appearing the document j 

• dl denotes the document length, i.e. the size of the term list of document j 
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The transformed term vectors of the two documents are as follows: 

• 
1d

T = {(A, 0.5), (B, 0.25), (D, 0.25)} (Num-of-term = 3). 

• 
2d

T = {(D, 0.75), (E, 0.25)} (Num-of-term = 2). 

Step 3: Term List creation for two DocOGs 
1d

OG and 
2d

OG : 

• 
1

: dOGT = {A, B, D} 

• 
2

: dOGT = {D, E} 

Step 4: Concept Formation. The results are shown in Tables 3.35 to 3.39. 

• 
1d

OG : 
1

, dAc , 
1

, dBc , 
1

, dDc   

• 
2d

OG : 
2

,dDc , 
2

,dEc   

 

Table 3.35. Terms dependency of
1

, dAc  

 A B C D E 

A 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

B 0.05 - - - - 

C 0.05 - - - - 

D 0.05 - - - - 

E 0.05 - - - - 
 

Table 3.36. Terms dependency of 
1

, dBc  

 A B C D E 

A - 0.025 - - - 

B 0.025 0.25 0.05 0.075 0.1 

C - 0.05 - - - 

D - 0.05 - - - 

E - 0.05 - - - 
 

 

Table 3.37. Terms dependency of 
1

, dDc  

 A B C D E 

A - - - 0.075 - 

B - - - 0.075 - 

C - - - 0.075 - 

D 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.25 0.1 

E - - - 0.1 - 
 

Table 3.38. Terms dependency of 
2

,dDc  

 A B C D E 

A - - - 0.225 - 

B - - - 0.225 - 

C - - - 0.225 - 

D 0.075 0.15 0.225 0.75 0.3 

E - - - 0.3 - 
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Table 3.39. Terms dependency of 
2

, dEc  

 A B C D E 

A - - - - 0.1 

B - - - - 0.1 

C - - - - 0.1 

D - - - - 0.1 

E 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.25 
 

 

Step 5: Ontology graph matching from the related concepts: 

Matching the concepts of the DocOG for document d1 and d2: 

1d
OG  = 

1
, dAc ×

1
, dBc ×

1
, dDc ,  

2d
OG  = 

2
,dDc ×

2
,dEc  

If the relation of terms ti and tj exists more than once among all the formulated concepts, 

the max weighting for that relation is assigned, i.e. for every ti and tj relation, RelS (ti, tj, 

ji ttw ,
) is selected for MAX(

ji ttw ,
). 

Step 6: Relation set creation for the DocOG d1 and d2 : 

• R:
1d

OG = {(A, A, 1), (A, B, 0.1), (A, C, 0.2), (A, D, 0.3), (A, E, 0.4), (B, A, 0.1), (B, 

B, 0.5), (B, C, 0.1), (B, D, 0.15), (B, E, 0.2), (C, A, 0.1), (C, B, 0.1),, (C, D, 

0.15),(D, A, 0.1), (D, B, 0.1), (D, C, 0.15), (D, D, 0.5), (D, E, 0.2), (E, A, 0.1), (E, 

B, 0.1), (E, D, 0.2)} 

• R:
2d

OG = {(A, D, 0.3), (A, E, 0.132), (B, D, 0.3), (B, E, 0.132), (C, D, 0.3), (C, E, 

0.132), (D, A, 0.1), (D, B, 0.2), (D, C, 0.3), (D, D, 1), (D, E, 0.4), (E, A, 0.033), (E, 

B, 0.066), (E, C, 0.099), (E, D, 0.3), (E, E, 0.33)} 
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Table 3.40. Terms and relations in
1d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

B 0.05 0.25 0.05 0.075 0.1 

C 0.05 0.05 - 0.075 - 

D 0.05 0.05 0.075 0.25 0.1 

E 0.05 0.05 - 0.1 - 
 

 

Figure 3.24. DocOG for d1 – 
1d

OG  

 

Table 3.41. Terms and relations in
2d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - - 0.225 0.1 

B - - - 0.225 0.1 

C - - - 0.225 0.1 

D 0.075 0.15 0.225 0.75 0.3 

E 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.3 0.25 
 

 

Figure 3.25. DocOG for d2 – 
2d

OG  

3.5.2 Ontology Graph Based Similarity Measurement 

Matching a DocOG (for a document) with a DOG (for a domain) has the aim to 

measure the similarity between a document and a particular domain. This is to find out 

how the document is related to the compare domain. This matching process is useful in 

text classification process. When a document is compared to several DOGs, the highest 

ranked DOG in the result is the domain that the document is mostly related to.  

Document and domain comparison components 

• SOURCE Data: A document ontology graph 

• MAIN Knowledge: A domain ontology graph 

• TARGET Result: A score value representing the similarity  
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Figure 3.26. Components of document and domain OG comparison process 

Comparison Process Description 

 

 

Figure 3.27. Process of Document and Domain Ontology Graph comparison 

Input: A DocOG – OGd representing the input document 

Output: A similarity score representing the comparison result  

Example 3.11 – Document and Domain Ontology Graph Comparison 

The domain OGA definition and the content of two documents d1 and d2 used in this 

example are referenced from Example 3.10. The formation of their corresponding 

DocOG (
1d

OG and 
2d

OG ) are also given in that example (refer to Example 3.10). In this 

example, we illustrate the process of comparing both DocOGs to the DOG, i.e. 

comparing 
1d

OG to OGA and 
2d

OG  to OGA. This comparison requires several 

Mapping Term Vector 
Term 

Weight Scoring Calculate

Term 
Term Term Domain OG Similarity score 

Extract 

Terms 

Document (Text) 

Comparison Process 

Domain Ontology Graph  
OG

Document  

Ontology 

Graph 

Graph 

 
OG

Similarity score 
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sub-process including the term matching and semantic mapping etc. The main step in 

this comparison process is the similarity measurement method, which is described in 

the followings. 

Step 1: Obtain the domain ontology graph OGA 

• OGA – refer to example the definition in Example 3.10 

Step 2: Obtain the document ontology graphs by matching to the domain OGA 

• 
1d

OG  (see Table 3.42) 

• 
2d

OG  (see Table 3.43) 

 

Table 3.42. Terms and relations in
1d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

B 0.05 0.25 0.05 0.075 0.1 

C 0.05 0.05 - 0.075 - 

D 0.05 0.05 0.075 0.25 0.1 

E 0.05 0.05 - 0.1 - 
 

Table 3.43. Terms and relations in
2d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - - 0.225 0.1 

B - - - 0.225 0.1 

C - - - 0.225 0.1 

D 0.075 0.15 0.225 0.75 0.3 

E 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.3 0.25 
 

Step 3: Obtain the score of each DocOG by summing up all the relations, excluding 

all weights of self-relations (the weight of the term itself) 

• score(
1d

OG ,OGA) = 0.05 + 0.1 + 0.15 + 0.2 + 0.05 + 0.05 + 0.075 + 0.1 + 0.05 + 

0.05 + 0.075 + 0.05 + 0.05 + 0.075 + 0.1 + 0.05 + 0.05 + 0.1= 1.425 

• score(
2d

OG ,OGA) = 0.225 + 0.1 + 0.225 + 0.1 + 0.225 + 0.1 + 0.075 + 0.15 + 

0.225 + 0.3 + 0.025 + 0.05 + 0.075 + 0.4 = 2.275 
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Step 4: Finalizing the similarity scores: 

• sim(
1d

OG ,OGA) = score(
1d

OG ,OGA) / score (OGA) = 1.425 / 5 = 0.285 

• sim(
2d

OG ,OGA) = score(
2d

OG ,OGA) / score (OGA) = 2.275 / 5 = 0.455 

3.5.3 Ontology Graph Based Text Classification Method 

The text classification algorithm represents every document by a term-frequency vector 

TF = >< ntftftf ,...,, 21
, for n-dimensional term-space according to the number of terms 

created in all DOGs. Each document which is represented by a term-frequency vector is 

then compared to every domain ontology graph as to measure their similarity. The 

document is assigned to a domain class if the comparison of that document to the 

corresponding DOG gets the highest similarity values (score). Therefore, one document 

may belong to multiple classes with different weights according to its score, but in this 

classification algorithm we choose to assign one document to a single class according 

to the highest similarity value measured. 

The comparison is done by matching every text documents to DOG (the process 

described in 3.5.1). Therefore, if there is m number of DOGs (m domains to be 

classified), every document is be compared m times to find out the highest similarity 

values (Figure 3.2.8). The detailed matching and calculation process has been 

discussed in chapter 3.5.2, the major comparison methods are presented as follows: 
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Figure 3.28. Components Ontology Graph based Text classification process 

Generation Steps 

Step 1:  If there are m classes of domain to be classified, m number of DOG are 

created. m number of DocOG corresponding to each DOG for a single text 

document are then generated. 

Step 2: Obtain the score of each DocOG by summing up all the weight of relations, 

excluding the weight of self-relations (the weight of the term itself). 

Step 3: Select the highest scored domain as the classification result. 

Example 3.12 – Ontology Graph Based Text Classification 

The text classification process combines the Ontology Graph matching and 

comparison process described in chapters 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. The classification relies on a 

score function that scores a document to every DOGs, so that we can select the highest 

scored DOG matching as the classified domain (class). 

Step 1: Generates DocOGs by matching the documents to every DOGs (classes) 

• If there are m classes of domain to be classified, m number of DOG is created: 

1OG , 2OG , … , mOG  for classes C = {c1, c2, … ,cm} 
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• Generate m number of DocOG correspondingly to each DOG: 

d1 � [Generation Process (refer to chapter 3.5.1)]� 1,1d
OG , 2,1d

OG ,…, mdOG ,1
 

Step 2: Obtain the scores vectors of every DocOGs 

• scores(d1) = {<c1, s1>, <c2, s2>, … , <cm, sm>} where 

si = score(
1d

OG , OGi) for }...1{ mi∈ . (refer to chapter 3.5.2) 

Step 3: Select the highest scored DocOG as the classified domain 

• Classified class = cj for MAX(sj) 

3.5.4 Ontology Graph Based Querying Method 

Ontology Graph based querying involves a query and a set of documents which are 

represented by Ontology Graph model. It is aimed to retrieve a set of documents that 

are highly related to the query by ontology matching and similarity measurement. The 

provided query is processed with matching related concepts to every document, and 

further calculating the similarity score by comparing weight of those concepts between 

the query and documents. The higher similarity score denotes that a higher relevancy 

about a document to the query. After a ranking and sorting process according the 

calculated scores, a list of documents is retrieved as the querying result. 

The operation of Ontology Graph based querying requires two components to be 

provided: the first one is the query itself, which is provided in the form of a term list (i.e. 

a list of keywords like the query in traditional search system). The second component is 

the document to be compared, which are provided in the form of DocOG. The DocOG 

of the document is created and generated automatically for a certain domain by the 

Document Ontology Graph generation process. The target result is the derived 
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Ontology Graph representing the similarity between the query and document. In the 

querying process, the input query and the outcome ontology graph contain semantic 

mapping to the document knowledge, and those mappings reveal how the query and the 

result is related to the document and thus provide the comparison information for 

documents ranking.  

Ontology Graph based querying components 

 

 

Figure 3.29. Components Ontology Graph based querying process 

• QUERY Data (Input Component 1) – an input of query data which is provided to 

match and compare with the document knowledge and obtain similarity details. 

• DOCUMENT Knowledge (Input Component 2) – a provided knowledge in the form 

of Document Ontology Graph which describes the content of a document, the 

Ontology Graph of that document is generated in the Document Ontology Graph 

generation process. 

• TARGET Result (Output Component) – a target result of the knowledge obtained 

through the querying process. The target knowledge is a comparison sub-graph 

about the query and the document and contains semantic mapping and relations to 

them. 
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Querying Process Description 

 

 

Figure 3.30. Process of Ontology Graph based querying 

Input: An input query q and a Document Ontology Graph (DocOG) – OGd 

Output: A similarity score representing the comparison result  

Generation Steps 

Step 1:  Obtain the query content in the form of a term list: 

},...,,{ 21 nq tttT =  

Step 2:  Transform the term list to a weighted term vector with the weight function: 

j

ji

qt
q

tf
W

,

, =  

Step 3: Obtain the generated DocOG for every document in the corpus: 

ndddd OGOGOGOG ,...,,,
321

 

Step 4:  Match the queries to all DocOG which is similar to the term matching process 

(step 4) in the Document Ontology Graph Generation Operation. 

Step 5:  Calculate the score of each matching which is similar to the score calculation 

process (step 3) of the Ontology Graph based Text Classification Operation. 

Mapping Term Vector 
Term 

Weight 
Scoring Calculate

Term 
Term Term Document OG Similarity score 

Extract 

Term 

Query  
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Step 6:  Calculate the similarity of each matching by Cosine similarity. 

Example 3.13 – Query and Document Comparison 

The content of two documents d1 and d2 used in this example are referenced from 

Example 3.10. The generation results of their corresponding Document Ontology 

Graphs (
1d

OG and 
2d

OG ) were also given in that example. In this example, we 

illustrate the process of the comparison between a query q and the two Document 

Ontology Graphs. i.e. comparing q to 
1d

OG  , and  q to 
2d

OG . The comparison steps 

contain term matching from the query to the DocOG, and also the similarity 

measurement. The comparison result produces a similarity score denoting how the 

measured documents are related to the query. Therefore, after ranking the document set 

by the similarity scores, a list of querying results that are sorted by the score are thus 

produced, where the highest similarity score denotes that the documents are the most 

relevant to the query. 

Step 1: Obtain the query content in the form of a list of terms, 3 queries are 

provided as examples: 

• q1: B (Single term query, query-length = 1) 

• q2: C (Single term query, query-length = 1) 

• q3: B–E (Multiple term query, query-length = 2) 

Step 2: Transformed to weighted term vector for the queries: 

The weight of every term in each query is weighted by 
ji qtW , where ti representing the 

i
th
 terms in the query j. 

ji qtW ,  is defined as:  

=
ji qtW ,

j

ji

q

tf ,
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• tfi,j denotes the frequency of term i appearing the query j 

• jq  denotes the query length, i.e. the number of terms in the query j 

The transformed term vectors of the three queries are as follows: 

• 
1q

T = {(B, 1)} (Num-of-term = 1). 

• 
2q

T = {(C, 1)} (Num-of-term = 1). 

• 
2q

T = {(B, 0.5), (E, 0.5)} (Num-of-term = 2). 

Step 3: Generate the DocOGs by matching to the DOG – OGA 

• 
1d

OG  (see Table 3.44) 

• 
2d

OG  (see Table 3.45) 

 

Table 3.44. Terms and relations in
1d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

B 0.05 0.25 0.05 0.075 0.1 

C 0.05 0.05 - 0.075 - 

D 0.05 0.05 0.075 0.25 0.1 

E 0.05 0.05 - 0.1 - 
 

 

Figure 3.31. Document OG – 
1d

OG  

 

Table 3.45. Terms and relations in
2d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - - 0.225 0.1 

B - - - 0.225 0.1 

C - - - 0.225 0.1 

D 0.075 0.15 0.225 0.75 0.3 

E 0.025 0.05 0.075 0.3 0.25 
 

 

Figure 3.32. Document OG – 
2d

OG  
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Step 4: Match the queries to the generated DOGs 

• q1-to-
1d

OG (see Table 3.46), and q1-to-
2d

OG (see Table 3.47) 

• q2-to-
1d

OG  (see Table 3.48), and q2-to-
2d

OG (see Table 3.49) 

• q3-to-
1d

OG  (see Table 3.50), and q3-to-
2d

OG (see Table 3.51) 

 

Table 3.46. Result of q1-to-
1d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - 0.05 - - - 

B 0.05 0.25 0.05 0.075 0.1 

C - 0.05 - - - 

D - 0.05 - - - 

E - 0.05 - - - 
 

Table 3.47. Result of q1-to-
2d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - - - - 

B - - - 0.225 0.1 

C - - - - - 

D - 0.15 - - - 

E - 0.05 - - - 
 

 

Table 3.48. Result of q2-to-
1d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - 0.1 - - 

B - - 0.05 - - 

C 0.05 0.05 - 0.075 - 

D - - 0.075 - - 

E - - - - - 
 

Table 3.49. Result of q2-to-
2d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - - - - 

B - - - - - 

C - - - 0.225 0.1 

D - - 0.225 - - 

E - - 0.075 - - 
 

 

Table 3.50. Result of q3-to-
1d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - 0.05 - 0.1 

B - - 0.025 - 0.05 

C 0.025 0.025 - 0.0375 - 

D - - 0.0375 - 0.05 

E 0.025 0.025 - 0.05 - 
 

Table 3.51. Result of q3-to-
2d

OG  

 A B C D E 

A - - - - 0.05 

B - - - - 0.05 

C - - - 0.1125 0.05 

D - - 0.1125 - 0.15 

E 0.0125 0.025 0.0375 0.15 0.125 
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Step 5: Calculate the score of each matching  

• score ( q1,
1d

OG ) = 0.725 and  score ( q1,
2d

OG ) = 0.525 

• score ( q2,
1d

OG ) = 0.400, and  score ( q2,
2d

OG ) = 0.625 

• score ( q3,
1d

OG ) = 0.500, and  score ( q3,
2d

OG ) = 0.875 

Step 6: Calculate the similarity of each matching by Cosine similarity 

• score ( q1,
1d

OG ) = 0.336, and score ( q1,
2d

OG ) = 0.169 / Result: d1 > d2 

• score ( q2,
1d

OG ) = 0.185, and score ( q2,
2d

OG ) = 0.201 / Result: d2 > d1 

• score ( q3,
1d

OG ) = 0.348, and score ( q3,
2d

OG ) = 0.422 / Result: d2 > d1 

Summary of the querying result 

For the querying result of q1, document d1 is more relevant than document d2, this is 

normal because the term B appears in document d1 but not in d2. For the querying result 

of q2, document d2 is more relevant than document d1 although both documents do not 

contain the term of the query (term C). This is because term C is more related to the 

terms D and E than the terms A and B in the domain (as measured in the domain 

ontology graph OGA), and document d1 contains mainly terms A and B while document 

d2 contains mainly terms D and E, therefore document d2 is more relevant than 

document d2. For the querying result of q3, document d2 is more relevant than document 

d1 although both documents contain exactly one term only in the query (d1 contains 

term B and d2 contains term E). Document d2 is more relevant because term E is 

weighted higher than term B in the domain, i.e. term E is more important in the domain 

and also has higher relations to other terms, comparing to the term B. This querying 

example showed that the Ontology Graph based document retrieval method does not 

only relies on exact term matching, but it also takes consideration of the 

term-relationship to other terms. So that the retrieval result of a query does not return 
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only documents which contain the terms in that query, but also returns documents 

which do not contain the terms and may be relevant to that query. This can enhance the 

performance of some traditional search engines that use the keyword-based matching 

retrieval method, by inputting a domain knowledge that can describe the related 

concepts about the domain. 
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CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTS 

4.1 Domain Ontology Graphs Learning and Generation in Chinese 

Text 

This experiment process with all the ontology learning process as described in chapter 3. 

The experiment focused on learning Ontology Graphs in Chinese, and it gives the 

experimental results in each step to show the effectiveness of the whole ontology 

learning process. 

4.1.1 Experimental Dataset 

Details of the learning Chinese text document corpus D1 

• Document corpus (number of documents = 2814): D1 = {d1, d2,…,d2814} 

• Average number of characters in each document: 965 (Chinese character) 

• Labeled classes (number of classes = 10): C = {c1, c2,…,c10} 

Table 4.1. Class label (Chinese & English) in document corpus D1 

Class Class Label (English) 

c1 文藝 (Arts and Entertainments) 

c2 政治 (Politics) 

c3 交通 (Traffic) 

c4 教育 (Education) 

c5 環境 (Environment) 

c6 經濟 (Economics) 

c7 軍事 (Military) 

c8 醫療 (Health and Medical) 
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c9 電腦 (Computer and Information Technology) 

c10 體育 (Sports) 

 

The ten topic classes are the class-label used in term-to-class relationship learning 

process. The document distribution in the ten classes is shown in Table 4.2: 

Table 4.2. Document distribution of the ten classes in the corpus D1 

Class Document count 

文藝 248 

政治 505 

交通 214 

教育 220 

環境 201 

經濟 325 

軍事 249 

醫療 204 

電腦 198 

體育 450 

Total 2814 

 

The documents of the corpus in every class are further divided into 70% for the learning 

set (D1-Learn), and 30% for the testing test (D1-Test), as shown in Table 4.3. We use 

only the 70% classified documents (1972 documents) for the process of term extraction 

and term-to-class mapping.  

Table 4.3. Document distribution for learning and testing 

Class D1-Learn (70%) D1-Test (30%) 

文藝 174 74 

政治 354 151 

交通 150 64 
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教育 154 66 

環境 141 60 

經濟 228 97 

軍事 174 75 

醫療 143 61 

電腦 139 59 

體育 315 135 

Total 1972 (70% of 2814) 842 (30% of 2814) 

 

There is another Chinese document set from an unclassified corpus (D2), as shown in 

Table 4.4. It is used for the process of term-to-term mapping and concept clustering. 

The corpus D2 contains a relatively large amount of documents (57218 documents), 

which is collected from a Chinese News web site (人民網), with an average of 2349 

Chinese characters in each news document.  

Table 4.4. Documents distribution of corpus D2 

(Unclassified) Document count 

人民網 News 57218 

Total 57218 

4.1.2 Term Extraction for the Ontology Graph Learning Process  

Data for the term extraction process: 

• Learning document corpus (number of documents = 1972) D1-Learn = {d1, 

d2,…,d1972} 

• Labeled classes (number of classes = 10): C = {c1, c2,…,c10} (refer to Table 4.2) 

• Extracted candidate terms (number of terms = 35840): T = {t1, t2,…, t35840} 
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Table 4.5. Statistics of term extraction results 

Statistics  Count 

Number of documents 1972 

Number of classes 10 

Minimum document size in class 139 

Maximum document size in class 354 

Number of unique word extracted 35840 

4.1.3 Statistics of Term Extracted in the Ontology Learning Process  

The candidate term list extracted from the previous step is then processed with 

term-to-class relationship mapping. The dependency value of every term-to-class was 

measured by 2χ  and either a positive or a negative dependency is measured by R . 

The results of the number of positive and negative terms in the ten classes are shown in 

Table 4.6.  

Table 4.6. Results of term-to-class relationship mapping 

Class Number of positive term Number of negative term 

文藝 867 29281 

政治 966 37481 

交通 769 34691 

教育 904 30604 

環境 788 32823 

經濟 664 35680 

軍事 727 33439 

醫療 862 35527 

電腦 774 30671 

體育 956 37061 
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The corresponding ratio between positive and negative terms is also shown in Table 4.7. 

This result shows that the term-to-class relationship mapping successfully selects the 

top 3% of relevant (positive) terms in each class while it is able to filter out 97% 

irrelevant (negative) terms in each class.  

Table 4.7. Ratio of positive to negative terms in each class 

Class Ratio of positive: negative terms 

文藝 0.0288 : 0.9712 

政治 0.0320 : 0.9749 

交通 0.0255 : 0.9783 

教育 0.0300 : 0.9713 

環境 0.0261 : 0.9766 

經濟 0.0220 : 0.9817 

軍事 0.0241 : 0.9787 

醫療 0.0286 : 0.9763 

電腦 0.0257 : 0.9754 

體育 0.0317 : 0.9749 

Average 0.0275 : 0.9725 

 

The distribution of the selected relevant terms to the four grammatical categories, POS 

(nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) is shown in Figure 4.1. The figure shows that 

the highest number of terms selected are noun (51%), followed by verb (28%), 

adjective (14%), and adverb (3%). The result shows that noun is the most relevant term 

to build ontology concepts, because noun terms are mostly dependent on a class. 

Adverb and others (conjunction, preposition, number etc.) are therefore necglectable 

because they have less dependency on classes.  
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Figure 4.1. The distribution of terms in their POS 

4.1.4 Sample Result of Domain Ontology Graph Generation (10 domains) 

Figures 4.2 to 4.11 visualize the generated Domain Ontology Graphs (DOG) of the 10 

classes (domains). The learning process selects 30 highest ranked positive terms in each 

class (k=30) to generates the corresponding Ontology Graph. The figures only 

visualize the terms and their relationships. The detailed results of term-to-class 

relationship mapping (Tables A.1 – A.10) and term-to-term relationship mapping 

(Tables A.11 – A.20) of those 30 terms (the corresponding list of English translation is 

provided in the appendix) in each class are shown in the Appendix. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. DOG (文藝文藝文藝文藝 Arts and 

Entertainments) 

  

Figure 4.3. DOG (政治政治政治政治    Politics)))) 
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Figure 4.4. DOG (交通交通交通交通    Traffic))))    

 

 

Figure 4.5. DOG (教育教育教育教育    Education)))) 

 

Figure 4.6. DOG (環境環境環境環境    Environment))))    

 

 

Figure 4.7. DOG (經濟經濟經濟經濟    Economics)))) 

 

Figure 4.8. DOG (軍事軍事軍事軍事    Military)))) 

 

Figure 4.9. DOG (醫療醫療醫療醫療    Health and Medical)))) 
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Figure 4.10. DOG (電腦電腦電腦電腦    Computer and 

Information Technology)))) 

 

Figure 4.11. DOG (體育體育體育體育    Sports)))) 

4.2 Ontology Graph based Text Classification for Chinese Document 

The text classification experiment to be described here has two purposes. On one hand 

we wish to evaluate the classification performance of the proposed Ontology Graph 

based approach by comparing to other classification methods. On the other hand, we 

wish to determine the optimal size (number of terms) of DOG for a class which can 

produce the best classification result.  

4.2.1 Experiments Description 

Evaluate the performance of ontology-graph based approach (experiment 1) 

The first experiment presents a text classification case by using three different 

approaches to classify documents. The first one is the traditional tf-idf approach. The 

second one is the term-dependency approach which replaces the tf-idf weight by the 

term-dependency (R) weight in DOG. The third one is the ontology-graph approach 

which scores a document to a class by the weight of relationships between each concept 

in the Ontology Graph. We aim to evaluate and compare the performance of different 
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text classification approaches in terms of its accuracy (recall/precision). The three 

different text classification approaches are described as follows: 

 

1. Term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf)approach  

This approach uses a scoring function that scores the terms occurred in the document by 

the term frequency and the inverse document frequency. This scoring function is the 

same as the traditional tf-idf classification approach and it is defined as: 

( )
ii tti idftftscore ×=  

2. Term-dependency (R) approach 

This approach uses a scoring function that scores the terms occurred in the document by 

the term weight in the Domain Ontology Graph (DOG). Term weights in the Ontology 

Graph are represented by the dependency measurement – R, and it is calculated in the 

Ontology Graph learning process. The term-dependency scoring function is defined as: 

( )
ii tti Rtftscore ×=  

3. Ontology-graph approach 

The ontology-graph based text classification approach is processed by matching a 

Document Ontology Graph (DocOG) to Domain Ontology Graph (DOG). The 

algorithm has been presented in chapter 3.5. The scoring function for comparing a 

document to a DOG is defined as: 

),(),( 111 1
OGOGscoreOGdscore d=  
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Evaluate the optimum size of Domain Ontology Graph for best classification result 

(experiment 2) 

The second experiment presents an extended text classification case by using those 

three different approaches presented in experiment 1 and further varying the size of 

dimensional of terms used in each approach. The process used the same scoring 

functions presented in experiment 1 and tried to apply them into different sizes of class 

vector (for if-idf and term-dependency approaches) or Domain Ontology Graph  (for 

ontology-graph approach) to do the text classification. In this experiment, we aimed to 

evaluate how the size of terms in each approach affects the classification performance. 

4.2.2 Evaluation Method 

Error rate is the most practical measurement to evaluate the text classification 

performance. This measurement is aimed to calculate the classification accuracy, in 

terms of precision, recall, and f-measure. It is done by first observing the classification 

correctness from the result, as shown in Table 4.8:  

Table 4.8. The table of retrieval result 

 Relevant Irrelevant 

Retrieved TP FN 

Not retrieved FP TN 

• TP (True Positive) – the number of relevant documents, retrieved as relevant 

• FP (False Positive) – the number of relevant documents, not retrieved as relevant 

• FN (False Negative) – the number of irrelevant documents, retrieved as irrelevant 

• TN (True Negative) – the number of irrelevant documents, not retrieved as relevant. 
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Performance measurement 

Precision – It measures the accuracy of the retrieval model, by calculating the 

percentage of correctly retrieved documents to the whole retrieved result set. It is 

defined by: 

FPTP

TP
precision

+
=  

Recall – It measures the ability of the retrieval model to retrieve correct documents 

from the whole data set, by calculating the percentage of correctly retrieved documents 

to all the documents that should be retrieved. It is defined by: 

FNTP

TP
recall

+
=  

F-measure – It measure the harmonic average of precision and recall. It is defined by: 

recallprecision

recallprecision
measuref

+

××
=−

2
 

4.2.3 Performance on Ontology Graph based Text Classification 

Precision and recall values have been computed for the three classification approaches. 

Table 4.9 shows the detailed result obtained by computing precision, recall and 

f-measure for the three approaches by using a term-size of 30, i.e. 30 of terms are used 

in the tf-idf method and 30-term sized DOG (as presented in chapter 4.1) are used in 

the term-dependency and ontology-graph method. The table shows the precision, recall, 

and f-measure of each class in the test document set, and also its average. Figure 4.12 

depicts the comparison of different scoring methods in precision, Figure 4.13 depicts 

the comparison of different scoring methods in recall, and Figure 4.14 depicts the 

comparison of different scoring methods in f-measure. 
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Table 4.9. Details of classification result of each class 

Class Approach Precision Recall F-measure 

文藝 

(Arts and 

Entertainments) 

tf-idf  

term-dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9426  

0.9306  

0.9333 

0.8243  

0.9054  

0.9200 

0.8795  

0.9178  

0.9266 

政治 

(Politics) 

 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.7165  

0.6032  

0.8544 

0.9146  

0.9868  

0.8940 

0.8035  

0.7487  

0.8738 

交通 

(Traffic) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9831  

0.9825  

0.9355 

0.9063  

0.8750  

0.9063 

0.9431  

0.9256  

0.9206 

教育 

(Education) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9649  

0.9836  

0.9118 

0.8333  

0.9091  

0.9394 

0.8943  

0.9449  

0.9254 

環境 

(Environment) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.8727  

0.9245  

0.9483 

0.8000  

0.8167  

0.8800 

0.8348  

0.8673  

0.9129 

經濟 

(Economics) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.6071  

0.8191  

0.8058 

0.8763  

0.7938  

0.8557 

0.7173  

0.8063  

0.8300 

軍事 

(Military) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9111  

0.9756  

0.8571 

0.5467  

0.5333  

0.7546 

0.6833  

0.6897  

0.8026 

醫療 

(Health and 

Medical) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9556  

1.0000  

0.9792 

0.7049  

0.7049  

0.7705 

0.8113  

0.8269  

0.8624 

電腦 

(Computer and 

Information 

Technology) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9600  

0.9808  

0.8730 

0.8136  

0.8644  

0.9257 

0.8807  

0.9189  

0.8986 

體育 

(Sports) 

tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.9474  

0.9918  

0.9771 

0.9106  

0.8963  

0.9256 

0.9286  

0.9416  

0.9507 

Average tf-idf  

term -dependency 

ontology -graph 

0.8861  

0.9192  

0.9076 

0.8130  

0.8286  

0.8772 

0.8480  

0.8715  

0.8921 
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Figure 4.12. Result of precision for different approaches 
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Figure 4.13. Result of recall for different approaches 
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Figure 4.14. Result of F-measure for different approaches 

The above experimental result has shown that the ontology-graph approach performs 

the highest classification accuracy (89.2% of f-measure). The term-dependency method 

performs the second highest classification accuracy (87.2% of f-measure), while the 

tf-idf performs the lowest classification accuracy (84.8% of f-measure) among the three 

methods have been tested. This experiment has shown that the DOGs are useful to 

represent a domain of classes and also it is useful to develop a classification system. By 

comparing to the term-dependency method, it revealed that the relationship of concepts 

in the ontology graph is useful to represent knowledge. This is because using the 

relationship information in DOG (ontology-graph approach) to do the text 

classification performs better result than not using the relationship (term-dependency 

approach). Therefore, this concludes that the ontology-graph approach is an effective 

approach for developing a text classification system. 
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4.2.4 Performance on Using Different Size of Terms (Dimensionality) for 

Text Classification 

In the previous experiment, we have found that the ontology-graph approach performs 

the best in text classification among all three tested approaches. In this experiment, we 

further evaluate those three methods by varying the size of terms (the number of term 

nodes in DOG) used in the text classification process. The precision and recall values 

have been computed for this experiment by using different sizes of term nodes of DOGs. 

The sizes of the term nodes in DOGs tested in this experiment are: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 

70, 80, 90, 100, 150, 200, and 300. Tables {4.10, 4.11 and 4.12} give the classification 

result of the experiments for the three approaches – tf-idf, term-dependency, and 

ontology-graph correspondingly, presenting the precision, recall, and f-measure values 

of the result. Figures {4.15 to 4.20} depict their result in graphical format. 

Result of using tf-idf approach 

Table 4.10. Classification result for tf-idf approach 

Size Precision Recall F-measure 

10 0.8396 0.8011 0.8199 

20 0.8723 0.8119 0.8410 

30 0.8861 0.8130 0.8480 

40 0.8838 0.8162 0.8487 

50 0.8877 0.8261 0.8558 

60 0.9002 0.8372 0.8676 

70 0.8957 0.8286 0.8608 

80 0.9050 0.8214 0.8612 

90 0.9010 0.8237 0.8606 

100 0.8986 0.8157 0.8551 

150 0.9031 0.804 0.8506 

200 0.8982 0.7962 0.8441 

300 0.9034 0.7912 0.8436 
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Figure 4.15. Result of precision and recall for tf-idf approach 
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Figure 4.16. Result of precision, recall and f-measure for tf-idf approach 

Result Description 

As shown in Table 4.10, the tf-idf approach for the text classification gives accuracy in 

f-measure in ranges 82% and 86.8%. Using the term-size of 10 gives the lowest 

precision (84.0%) and using the term-size of 80 gives the highest precision (90.5%). 

Using the term-size of 300 gives the lowest recall (79.1%) and using the term-size of 60 
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gives the highest recall (83.7%). Using the term-size of 10 gives the lowest f-measure 

(82.0%) and using the term-size of 60 gives the highest f-measure (86.8%). 

Result of using term-dependency approach 

Table 4.11. Classification result for term-dependency approach 

Size Precision Recall F-measure 

10 0.9061 0.7657 0.8300 

20 0.9130 0.8016 0.8537 

30 0.9192 0.8286 0.8715 

40 0.9123 0.8310 0.8697 

50 0.9107 0.8400 0.8739 

60 0.9087 0.8370 0.8714 

70 0.9138 0.8389 0.8747 

80 0.9187 0.8466 0.8812 

90 0.9136 0.8460 0.8785 

100 0.9196 0.8544 0.8858 

150 0.9162 0.8544 0.8842 

200 0.9177 0.8548 0.8851 

300 0.9206 0.8597 0.8891 
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Figure 4.17. Result of precision and recall for term-dependency approach 
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Figure 4.18. Result of precision, recall and f-measure for term-dependency approach  

Result Description 

As shown in Table 4.11, the term-dependency approach for the text classification gives 

accuracy in f-measure in ranges 83% and 88.9%. Using the term-size of 10 gives the 

lowest precision (90.6%) and using the term-size of 300 gives the highest precision 

(92.1%). Using the term-size of 10 gives the lowest recall (76.6%) and using the 

term-size of 300 gives the highest recall (86.0%). Using the term-size of 10 gives the 

lowest f-measure (83.0%) and using the term-size of 300 gives the highest f-measure 

(88.9%). 
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Result of using ontology-graph approach 

Table 4.12. Classification result for ontology-graph approach 

Size Precision Recall F-measure 

10 0.9023 0.8329 0.8662 

20 0.9116 0.8631 0.8867 

30 0.9076 0.8772 0.8921 

40 0.9102 0.8846 0.8972 

50 0.9213 0.8913 0.9061 

60 0.9239 0.8914 0.9074 

70 0.9325 0.9078 0.9200 

80 0.9360 0.9103 0.9230 

90 0.9325 0.9078 0.9200 

100 0.9293 0.9054 0.9172 

150 0.9240 0.9039 0.9138 

200 0.9226 0.9015 0.9119 

300 0.9254 0.9035 0.9143 
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Figure 4.19. Result of precision and recall for ontology-graph approach 
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Figure 4.20. Result of precision, recall and f-measure for ontology-graph approach 

Result Description 

As shown in Table 4.12, the ontology-graph approach for the text classification gives 

accuracy in f-measure in ranges 86.6% and 92.3%. Using the size of ontology graph of 

10 gives the lowest precision (90.2%) and using the size of ontology graph of 80 gives 

the highest precision (93.6%). Using the size of ontology graph of 10 gives the lowest 

recall (83.3%) and using the size of ontology graph of 80 gives the highest recall 

(91.0%). Using the size of ontology graph of 10 gives the lowest f-measure (86.6%) and 

using the size of ontology graph of 80 gives the highest f-measure (92.3%). 

 

Combining the results and optimizing the parameters for the text classification 

experiments 

This result is to combine the previous experiments to figure out an optimal setting for 

the text classification process. We found that the Ontology Graph is the best approach 

for implementing the text classification. In addition, 80 sizes of terms of DOG give the 
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best performance. In the following figures, we show the combined result of the 

previous experiments for comparison purpose. We can see that comparison result of 

precision and recall (Figure 4.21), and the comparison result of f-measure by using 

different size of terms (Figure 4.22). 
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Figure 4.21. Comparison result of precision and recall for the three approaches 
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Figure 4.22. Comparison result of f-measure for the three approaches 
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Result Conclusions  

As shown in Figures 4.21 to 4.22, the use of Ontology Graph approach performs the 

best for every term-size used. Generally, for the Ontology Graph based text 

classification approach, the use of smaller sizes of Ontology Graph results in lower 

precision and recall. However, the result also shows that the precision and recall are 

optimized by using the size of 80, size larger than 80 cannot increase the accuracy. 

Figure 4.22 also shows that performance of the text classification system is optimized 

by using the Ontology Graph approach and by using 80 as the term-size of DOGs. Table 

4.13 summarizes the details of the experimental results.  

Table 4.13. Summary of the optimized result 

 Size for optimized  

precision 

Size for optimized  

recall 

Size for optimized  

f-measure 

tf-idf   80 (90.5%)   60 (83.7%)   60 (86.8%) 

Term-dependency 300 (92.1%) 300 (86.0%) 300 (88.9%) 

Ontology-graph   80 (93.6%)   80 (91.0%)   80 (92.3%) 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATIONS 

5.1 IATOPIA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker 

IATOPIA integrated Content Management System (iCMS) is a fully integrated and 

patented solution designed and implemented for IATOPIA.com limited. It provides a 

total solution for content providers such as publishers, media, new agencies, libraries 

to organize, manage, search, data-mining, archive and retrieve their digital assets (e.g. 

news articles, photos/images, videos, audio clips) from IATOPIA patented centralized 

iCMS databank. With the integration of IATOPIA iCMS and the ontological 

KnowledgeSeeker system, all digital contents can be enhanced and organized by 

ontology based knowledge. The digital contents can be retrieved and disseminated 

through different channels such as IATOPIA Web Channels, IATOPIA e-publications, 

and mobile applications including iPhone and Windows Mobile. 

5.1.1 System Features 

IATOPIA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker is an ontological system that is used to manage and 

organize all digital content inside the iCMS by using ontology approach. The 

IAOPITA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker consists of a content databank cluster, an ontology 

index databank, and an IATOPIA ontological search engine. iCMS KnowledgeSeeker 

search engines use ontology approach to analyze Chinese text content (such as news 

articles), and also use the concept of semantic web to organize information semantically. 

iCMS KnowledgeSeeker also uses the ontology approach to identify the article topics 
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(a text classification process). It has been tested and experimented with high 

performance, and have shown that it is a practical approach for using ontology 

technology to develop the search engine model.  

5.1.2 System Model and Architecture 

The IATOIPA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker consists of three components (Figure 5.1), the 

process flow between those components is shown in Figure 5.2: 

1. IATOPIA Ontology and Content Index – it stores all ontology information and all 

analyzed information about all iCMS contents, including the ontology based index. 

2. IATOPIA Ontological Search Engine – it integrates the process of content analysis, 

content indexing, index searching, and response the search result to user. 

3. IATOPIA iCMS Databank Cluster – it stores all the original sources of content 

files, including article, audio, video, images and e-publication data etc. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. The System Architecture of iCMS KnowledgeSeeker 
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Figure 5.2. Process flow of IATOPIA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker 
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5.1.3 Ontology System 

IATOPIA Ontology System maintains and store different ontology knowledge for 

different domain. It consists of an ontology databank which provides ontology data for 

the Search Indexing System to process content ontology analysis and provide for the 

Search Engine to process ontological querying and information search (see chapter 3 

for the ontology model defined in KnowledgeSeeker). 

Process Description 

1. The core ontology consists of a 10-domain-ontology (used in News Channel), 

which is generated by the ontology learning process and it is used for news article 

analysis. Some other ontologies include an opera ontology (used in Opera Channel) 

and a movie ontology (used in Movie Channel), they are maintained by a group of 

domain experts and it is mainly used for multimedia digital asset management.  

2. The ontologies can be defined through two methods: 1. Editing through web 

interface, and 2. provides a fully structured ontology tree to IATOPIA. 

3. By the first methods, domain experts use a web ontology editing interface to create, 

modify the ontology online. The interface linked up with the ontology server and 

databank, the ontology creation and modification are updated instantly on user 

editing.  

4. By the second methods, the content provider (domain expert) provides a fully 

structured ontology tree in a well defined format (e.g. XML or Excel). IATOPIA 

ontology system can convert and import it into the Ontology Databank. 

5. Ontology data stored in the ontology databank provides rich knowledge about 

different domain for the IATOPIA search indexing system and search engine to 

process for ontological operation (analysis, indexing, and searching).  
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5.1.4 Search Indexing System 

IATOPIA Search Indexing System maintains and creates all ontology based indexes of 

digital contents for search engine operations. 

Process Description 

1. The system retrieves all digital content from the iCMS Databank Cluster, and then 

extracts the structured content, including title, text, date and all related metadata, 

processes with data cleansing, pre-processing, and analysis. 

2. The system analyzes the text content, including some textual analysis such as word 

segmentation, matching, counting frequency, and measuring the ranking etc. The 

content analysis adopts an ontology based approach, which requires the IATOPIA 

Ontology System to provide ontology data as the knowledge for analysis. 

3. The content analysis result is converted into a data storage format (an ontology 

content index), and then stored persistently in the Content Index Databank. 

4. The content analysis finally transforms the digital content from raw text into a 

structured ontology data representation.  

5. The Ontology Content Index Databank finally stores the index of all digital content 

and it is created for the search engine for content searching process. 

5.1.5 IATOPIA Search Engine 

IATOPIA Search Engine receives search request and query from various applications 

built on top of the IATOIPA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker, such as content retrieval system, 

content management system, and web channel etc. IATOPIA Search Engine does not 

only search information by keywords, it also processes query and analyzes content by 
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ontology. The search engines make use of the Content Index Databank and Ontology 

Databank effectively to process user search request. 

Process Description 

1. The search engine first accepts user search request and query from web interface 

(either on content retrieval system, content management system or through 

browsing web channel), and then processes with the basic query processing, such as 

query segmentation. 

2. The processed search query is transferred to IATOPIA search engine system. The 

system gathers all required information, such as the query itself, the required 

domain ontology (from ontology databank), the required search index (from content 

index), and the original article databank if necessary. 

3. The gathered information is then processed with an ontological data calculation and 

similarity measurement (as described in chapter 3.5). 

4. All measurement to content index has been done according the search algorithm. A 

content ranking is done for making a list of desired results. 

5. The search result is rearranged with all information, such as the original article / 

e-publication data (e.g. text, related multimedia, page number etc…), and then 

create a result page to user. 

5.2 Application 1 – IATOIPA News Channel (IAToNews) 

IAToNews is an online News Channel developed for IATOPIA.com. IAToNews is a 

web application integrated with the IATOPIA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker to provide a 

powerful and intelligent ontology-based information system for user to read and search 

news article (Chinese news) through a web browser.  
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5.2.1 IAToNews System Architecture Overview 

IAToNews system automatically collects the most updated news from different web 

sites of news providers (e.g. BBC Chinese, HK Government, RTHK, and MSN etc.). It 

effectively carries out news integration tasks from a large amount of news source and 

deliver the most accurate and valuable information to users. It incorporates an ontology 

system for analyzing news contents and identifying the news topic automatically. The 

core ontology knowledge also enhances the news search engine so that it can provide 

more accurate and relevant results to users. Intelligence self-learning feature also 

provides news personalization to every registered user. Every user receives their 

personalized content base on their reading habit and interest. They can input their area 

of interest into the system or let the system learn it when they are reading news through 

the web site. So that users can receive contents that they are mostly interested and 

filtered out most of the uninterested contents. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. IAToNews system architecture and information flow 
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5.2.2 Ontology System in IAToNews 

The ontology system maintains and stores different ontology knowledge for different 

topics (domain). It consists of an ontology databank which provides ontology data for 

the search indexing system to process content ontology analysis and provides for the 

search engine to process ontological querying and content searching. There are two 

ontologies in IAToNews: 1. Article Ontology, 2. Topic Ontology (Domain Ontology), 

to be used for analyzing text document: 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Ontology system in KnowledgeSeeker  

Article Ontology 

An ontology class “Article” is defined to describe the semantic content of a news article. 

The purpose of defining this ontology class is for the news annotation process. The 

Article ontology is separated with 2 types of data to store an article (Figure 5.5), the 

first one is simple article data (Table 5.1), and the second one is analyzed semantic data 

(Table 5.2).  

Table 5.1 Article data in Article Ontology 

Type Description 

Headline The headline/title of the text 

Abstract The short abstract or short description of the entire text 

Body The main body and content of the text 

Ontology system components 
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Provider The provider (source) of the content / article. 

Author Author that wrote the text 

Date Date of the text / article published. 

Table 5.2 Semantic data in Article Ontology 

Type Description 

Topic The classified topic class of that article 

People The identified people, person included in the article 

Organization The identified organization included in the article 

Event The related and described events in the article. 

Place The place that the event in the article has happened. 

Thing All other things, object that are related in the article.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Article Ontology in IATOPIA Ontology System 

Topic Ontology 

The Topic Ontology class is defined for the modeling the area of topic (domain of 

subject) in hierarchical relation, which is used to define the related topic of an article. 

The instances of topic are a set of controlled vocabularies for the ease of maintenance, 

sharing and exchange. There are 10 topics defined for news topic classification 
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purpose as shown in Table 5.3. Every topic has its corresponding Domain Ontology 

Graph (DOG) representing the knowledge about the topic domain. It is used for 

ontology based content analysis (such as news topic identification), ontology-based 

content indexing and searching processes. 

Table 5.3. Topics in IATOIPA KnowledgeSeeker News Channel 

Topic Name 

Topic 1 文藝 

Topic 2 政治 

Topic 3 交通 

Topic 4 教育 

Topic 5 環境 

Topic 6 經濟 

Topic 7 軍事 

Topic 8 醫療 

Topic 9 電腦 

Topic 10 體育 

Ontology Based Content Indexing 

The indexing model converts all article content which is originally stored in the iCMS 

content databank to an index structure. It is about to extract and convert all content in 

text to the ontology format, and then store in to content index databank. The types of 

ontology based article content index are shown in the Table 5.4. An article and its 

semantic entity content are stored into the IATOPIA ontology index databank for 

searching and retrieving.  
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Table 5.4. Types of ontology based content index of news article 

Index name Index type Description 

Topic Domain Ontology Index Domain Ontology Terms 

People Entity Ontology Index Ontology Entity 

Organization Entity Ontology Index Ontology Entity 

Event Entity Ontology Index Ontology Entity 

Place Entity Ontology Index Ontology Entity 

Thing Entity Ontology Index Ontology Entity 

Headline String Simple data type 

Abstract String Simple data type 

Body Text Simple data type 

Provider String Simple data type 

Author String Simple data type 

Date Date Time Simple data type 

5.2.3 IAToNews Web Interface Examples 

 

Figure 5.6. Main page displaying classified news in IAToNews  
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Figure 5.7. Display news content and related info in IAToNews  

5.3 Application 2 – IATOPIA Digital Assets Management System 

(DAMS) 

IATOIPA Digital Assets Management System (DAMS) is a web application developed 

for IATOIPA.com. The DAMS is integrated with the IATOIPA iCMS 

KnowledgeSeeker to provide a comprehensive and intelligent ontology-based 

management system for user to archive, manage and search their large amount of digit 

asset files (multimedia content). 

5.3.1 DAMS System Architecture Overview 

IATOPIA DAMS provides a centralized content databank cluster to categorize, 

manage, store and retrieve different types of digital asset, e.g. news articles, photos, 

videos and audio data. With the integration of IATOIPA iCMS KnowledgeSeeker and 
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DAMS, users can define their own ontology concepts to annotate (tagging) the 

attributes for all digital assets for ease of maintenance.  

 

 

Figure 5.8. DAMS architecture overview 

IATOIPA iCMS Databank Cluster in DAMS 

IATOPIA iCMS Databank cluster stores and integrates all digital asset files in DAMS. 

The databank also imports digital assets files from other iCMS module such as news 

collection module, e-Publication module, multimedia uploading module, article 

creation module etc. The databank clusters (Figure 5.9) include: 

• Text Data Cluster – store all text related content, mainly including articles and all 

related information.  

• Image Data Cluster – store all image related files, such as image from news 

articles, web channel, and file uploaded through the DAMS system. 

• Video Data Cluster – store all video related content, it consists of different video 

format for online video browsing, management, video editing, and video streaming. 
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• Audio Data Cluster – store all audio related content, it consists of different audio 

format for online audio browsing, management, audio editing and audio, streaming 

service.  

• E-Publication Data Cluster – store all e-publication content, information, and files 

that are related and created from e-publication system.  

 

 

Figure 5.9. IATOPIA iCMS Databank Cluster for DAMS 

5.3.2 Ontology System in DAMS 

IATOPIA iCMS Ontology System is the core technology to develop intelligent system 

module. Ontology is a computational knowledge model to conceptualize any object 

created in web channels. IATOPIA ontology module serves as core knowledge to 

associate all conceptualized objects to create, manage and search contents efficiently. 

The ontology system is also developed with automatic learning ability, i.e. upon 

creating web channels content, knowledge can be grown automatically. Figure 5.10 

shows the web interface example of DAMS in movie domain, Figure 5.11 shows a 

Web Channel of movie domain which retrieves the content created in DAMS, and 

Figure 5.12 shows an ontology editing interface in DAMS for Chinese opera domain 

which is maintained by a group of Chinese Opera domain experts.  
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5.3.3 DAMS and Web Channel Interface Examples 

 

Figure 5.10. DAMS interface for Movie domain 

 

Figure 5.11. Web channel linked to DAMS content for Movie domain 
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Figure 5.12. Example of Chinese Opera ontology tree maintain by a group of domain 

experts 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

WORKS 

6.1 Conclusions 

This research describes a comprehensive ontology based system framework called 

KnowledgeSeeker. We proposed and implemented different ontological components 

and processes in the KnowledgeSeeker that are required to develop different kinds of 

ontology based intelligent applications. First, we describe a model for representing 

ontology knowledge called Ontology Graph. The Ontology Graph defines a machine 

processable format for representing the ontology of knowledge in text or in an 

application domain (domain knowledge). It is basically created by a set of terms with 

interrelationships, to formalize concepts and knowledge for a particular area. Second, 

we describe a new approach for automatically learning ontology from a text corpus. 

The approach adopts a chi-square based statistical learning method to extract and 

formalizing knowledge from text into the Ontology Graph format. The method 

processes with a bottom up learning approach. It starts from extracting terms, 

measuring their relationships to a domain and to other terms to create concepts, and 

finally groups all together to formalize a Domain Ontology Graph (DOG). Third, we 

define the structure of the Ontology Graph for automatic generation purpose. The 

generated instance of Ontology Graph is used for machine processing and also can be 

visualized for human to validate. Fourth, we present several ontological operations 

which can be carried out with the use of Ontology Graph model and the generated 

instances. These include the use of Ontology Graph model to represent the knowledge 
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of a single document, as a Document Ontology Graph (DocOG). This is done by 

matching the document text to a generated DOG, for measuring the similarity between 

the document and a certain domain. This measurement can be applied to multiple 

DOGs so that an Ontology Graph based text classification method can be performed. 

Similarly, an Ontology Graph based querying method can be also carried out by 

matching query terms to the Ontology Graph representation of a documents (DocOG). 

This improves search intelligence because it does search documents by keywords only 

but it is enhanced by ontology knowledge.  

 We carried out experiments to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of the 

proposed methods of Ontology Graph modeling, learning, and the ontological 

operation. First, an experiment using real data (Chinese text document) to execute the 

Ontology Graph learning and generation process is presented. The generated instances 

consist of 10 DOGs, in which each of them contains maximum 30 terms (30-term sized 

DOG) representing 10 different domains correspondingly. To evaluate the validness of 

the learning method and generated DOGs instances, we conducted a text classification 

experiment that uses the discussed Ontology Graph based text classification approach. 

The experimental results showed that the Ontology Graph based text classification 

approach (by using the 30-term sized DOGs) achieved a high accuracy (89.1% in 

f-measure) in classification over the other compared approaches. The accuracy can be 

even further optimized (92.3% in f-measure) by increasing the size of DOGs to 80 

terms. The high performance of the Ontology Graph based text classification method 

reveals that the Ontology Graph learning method is highly effective and it successfully 

generates a set of small sized DOGs (30 to 80 term-size) which is able to represent 

domain knowledge. The small sized DOGs also improve traditional text classification 

approaches where those are normally done in high dimensional space. The high 
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performance of experimental result also proves that the presented ontological operation 

with Ontology Graph is effectively developed. 

 In the last chapter, we present some real applications in commercial which adopted 

the technology of the KnowledgeSeeker system framework. The commercial products 

successfully applied the technologies discussed in this research and improved the 

commercial information system with high performance. 

 In summary, the contributions made by this research are: (1) develop a new 

ontology model called Ontology Graph for ontology representation. (2) develop an 

ontology learning approach that is able to automatically formalizes ontology 

knowledge from text. (3) develop an ontology generation approach that is able to 

automatically generate the ontology knowledge in to instances of Ontology Graph. (4) 

develop ontological operations to enhance the performance of information system such 

as ontology based text classification and search engine, and it is successfully adopted 

by commercial products. 

6.2 Limitations and Future Works 

In this research, we only developed the early stage of ontology learning method for 

building domain ontology knowledge. The major limitation of the automatic learning 

approach is that it still requires lots of human predefined knowledge as the learning 

inputs, such as the list of Chinese terms (dictionary) and the classified text documents 

(labeled corpus) as the learning source. The learning output by this approach is 

therefore corpus-dependent. Moreover, the ontology representation (Ontology Graph) 

is simplified for application developments, so that the types of relationship between 

concepts cannot be generated automatically by the ontology learning method. Since the 

Ontology Graph is an embedded model in the KnowledgeSeeker system framework, 
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related ontology-based applications must be developed with the use of the entire 

KnowledgeSeeker model. Therefore, it is difficult to integrate the proposed ontology 

technology into existing ontology-based systems, since those systems might have 

adopted other existing ontology technologies (such as ontology languages, ontology 

databases, and ontology querying engines etc.) for its development platform. Finally, 

there is still lacking of an effective ontology validation and verification model to 

measure the goodness and validness of the generated Domain Ontology Graph, and this 

may require human efforts for the validation and verification. 

A number of enhancements and future researches can therefore be conducted to 

address the above mentioned limitations: 

• First, the Ontology Graph model consists of a basic term relationship model. As 

described in chapter 2, ontological relation can be typed. The types of relationship 

can be considered and enhanced into the Ontology Graph model. 

• Second, the Ontology Graph learning process is well tested with Chinese text data. 

It can be extended to other language or supports multilingual standard for ontology 

knowledge sharing. 

• Third, the Ontology Graph generation is developed in specific format defined in 

KnowledgeSeeker. It can be extended and converted into some existing ontology 

language such as RDF and OWL. So that existing storage and querying engine can 

be supported. However, the generation may not be done directly, lots of concept 

type and constraints must be defined before the conversion and these works may 

require to be done manually. 

• Fourth, the Ontology Graph model operates entirely in KnowledgeSeeker 

framework. When the generation of the ontology in other ontology language (e.g. 
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RDF/OWL) is available, it can be incorporated with existing ontology related 

technologies such as semantic web and intelligent agents. 

• Fifth, we validate the Ontology Graph with accuracy measurement (in text 

classification methods). We can enhance the automatic ontology learning process 

with a supervised learning method, so that the best Ontology Graph outcome (such 

as the best term-size) can be optimized through iterative and supervised learning 

process.  

• Sixth, the commercial applications reveal a real situation that some requires the 

domain ontology knowledge be automatically generated, while some others require 

the ontology knowledge be built by their own domain experts. Both of these 

methods have their advantages and disadvantages, so we can develop an approach 

that combine the automatic learning and manual development to aid each other for 

optimizing most advantages. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A.1. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (文藝文藝文藝文藝) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 創作 文藝 100 1052.387 11.003 VERB,NOUN 

2 藝術 文藝 128 994.220 8.337 ADJ,NOUN 

3 演出 文藝 103 989.608 10.151 VERB 

4 作品 文藝 98 953.037 10.284 NOUN 

5 觀眾 文藝 83 615.711 8.251 NOUN 

6 藝術家 文藝 57 571.245 10.767 NOUN 

7 文化 文藝 124 535.291 5.205 ADJ,NOUN 

8 演員 文藝 52 495.439 10.339 NOUN 

9 劇團 文藝 47 485.407 11.097 NOUN 

10 節目 文藝 60 475.555 8.831 NOUN 

11 音樂 文藝 68 470.187 7.864 NOUN 

12 歌舞 文藝 48 452.354 10.264 VERB 

13 劇院 文藝 47 431.713 10.050 NOUN 

14 晚會 文藝 45 420.203 10.200 NOUN 

15 戲劇 文藝 42 419.831 10.818 NOUN 

16 文化部 文藝 42 419.831 10.818 NOUN 

17 舞蹈 文藝 47 395.574 9.345 NOUN 

18 文藝 文藝 93 390.077 5.244 NOUN 

19 舉辦 文藝 80 389.494 5.926 VERB 

20 表演 文藝 66 370.552 6.679 VERB 

21 舞台 文藝 51 369.901 8.257 NOUN 

22 電影 文藝 50 347.380 7.981 NOUN 

23 歌曲 文藝 35 344.813 10.721 NOUN 

24 劇目 文藝 32 336.121 11.333 NOUN 

25 戲曲 文藝 32 336.121 11.333 NOUN 

26 精品 文藝 36 334.422 10.200 NOUN 

27 美術 文藝 49 331.677 7.822 NOUN 

28 風格 文藝 39 320.784 9.208 NOUN 

29 演唱 文藝 33 312.818 10.389 VERB 

30 展覽 文藝 45 310.869 7.969 VERB,NOUN 
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Table A.2. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (政治政治政治政治) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 總統 政治 141 459.191 4.178 NOUN 

2 訪問 政治 145 395.355 3.722 VERB 

3 主席 政治 143 319.257 3.305 NOUN 

4 外交 政治 90 313.974 4.476 ADJ 

5 會見 政治 89 300.943 4.387 VERB 

6 友好 政治 100 299.371 4.037 ADJ,NOUN 

7 外長 政治 71 294.431 5.071 NOUN 

8 總理 政治 97 282.511 3.973 NOUN 

9 會談 政治 80 279.602 4.502 VERB,NOUN 

10 外交部 政治 57 243.558 5.205 NOUN 

11 和平 政治 95 214.523 3.414 ADJ 

12 關系 政治 138 190.323 2.571 NOUN,VERB 

13 議會 政治 47 190.247 5.035 NOUN 

14 領導人 政治 77 187.957 3.605 NOUN 

15 今天 政治 219 171.692 1.912 NOUN 

16 部長 政治 103 168.426 2.855 NOUN 

17 雙邊 政治 41 162.011 4.965 ADJ 

18 雙方 政治 90 161.852 3.020 NOUN 

19 表示 政治 141 155.348 2.317 VERB,NOUN 

20 阿拉伯 政治 47 145.473 4.223 ADJ,NOUN 

21 會晤 政治 35 129.196 4.755 VERB 

22 邊關 政治 29 128.153 5.385 NOUN 

23 抵達 政治 43 128.083 4.130 VERB 

24 大使 政治 44 125.454 4.018 NOUN 

25 委員長 政治 31 120.652 4.934 NOUN 

26 舉行 政治 143 117.203 2.053 VERB 

27 巴勒斯坦 政治 30 111.087 4.775 ADJ,NOUN 

28 共和國 政治 65 106.731 2.920 NOUN 

29 外交部長 政治 23 106.365 5.571 NOUN 

30 和平共處 政治 24 104.724 5.348 VERB 
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Table A.3. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (交通交通交通交通) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 運輸 交通 71 537.419 8.486 VERB 

2 鐵路 交通 61 527.658 9.547 NOUN 

3 公路 交通 52 379.165 8.337 NOUN 

4 車輛 交通 48 377.266 8.888 NOUN 

5 交通 交通 89 366.682 5.177 NOUN 

6 公交 交通 29 318.992 11.914 NOUN 

7 旅客 交通 27 318.849 12.677 NOUN 

8 列車 交通 28 306.618 11.874 NOUN 

9 不忍 交通 24 295.112 13.147 VERB 

10 客運 交通 26 281.935 11.787 VERB 

11 仁慈 交通 24 281.511 12.621 ADJ 

12 堅韌不拔 交通 24 281.511 12.621 ADJ 

13 客車 交通 25 269.629 11.738 NOUN 

14 交通部 交通 23 269.095 12.599 NOUN 

15 行駛 交通 25 258.735 11.333 VERB 

16 運量 交通 21 257.826 13.147 NOUN 

17 公安 交通 37 237.243 7.600 NOUN 

18 貨運 交通 23 234.428 11.199 VERB 

19 鐵道 交通 23 234.428 11.199 NOUN 

20 公安部 交通 28 233.253 9.439 NOUN 

21 星期二 交通 24 227.171 10.517 NOUN 

22 駕駛員 交通 22 222.328 11.124 NOUN 

23 通車 交通 20 219.678 11.952 VERB 

24 駕駛 交通 26 185.557 8.337 VERB 

25 鐵道部 交通 17 182.958 11.763 NOUN 

26 公安廳 交通 16 182.611 12.373 NOUN 

27 路局 交通 14 171.269 13.147 NOUN 

28 違章 交通 15 158.622 11.600 VERB 

29 通行 交通 20 157.675 9.067 ADJ 

30 車站 交通 16 150.671 10.517 NOUN 
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Table A.4. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (教育教育教育教育) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 教師 教育 103 1022.033 10.468 NOUN,ADJ 

2 學校 教育 124 1000.659 8.630 NOUN 

3 教學 教育 95 978.203 10.862 VERB 

4 學生 教育 117 808.840 7.605 NOUN 

5 辦學 教育 60 690.954 12.195 VERB 

6 中學 教育 65 573.673 9.678 NOUN 

7 培養 教育 86 566.989 7.491 VERB 

8 教育 教育 132 491.253 4.568 NOUN,VERB 

9 素質 教育 80 487.658 7.065 NOUN 

10 小學 教育 63 474.540 8.492 NOUN 

11 校長 教育 43 468.292 11.715 NOUN 

12 師資 教育 38 457.412 12.805 NOUN 

13 校園 教育 49 442.533 9.960 NOUN 

14 高中 教育 43 415.982 10.589 NOUN 

15 課程 教育 38 396.288 11.316 NOUN 

16 畢業 教育 55 377.352 7.913 VERB 

17 教材 教育 35 360.142 11.205 NOUN 

18 家教 教育 34 358.921 11.457 NOUN 

19 家長 教育 40 354.354 9.850 NOUN 

20 學習 教育 75 351.621 5.785 VERB 

21 課堂 教育 31 345.821 12.029 NOUN 

22 德育 教育 27 323.165 12.805 NOUN 

23 大學 教育 77 321.825 5.301 NOUN 

24 初中 教育 34 310.055 10.125 NOUN 

25 老師 教育 35 304.975 9.743 NOUN 

26 高等 教育 42 301.271 8.274 ADJ 

27 教委 教育 30 300.383 10.976 NOUN 

28 教職工 教育 25 298.919 12.805 NOUN 

29 師生 教育 33 298.469 10.061 NOUN 

30 學科 教育 40 297.763 8.537 NOUN 
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Table A.5. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (環境環境環境環境) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 污染 環境 74 669.921 9.857 VERB 

2 生態 環境 55 522.582 10.395 NOUN 

3 環保 環境 48 485.245 11.005 VERB 

4 保護 環境 75 296.599 5.092 ADJ,VERB 

5 森林 環境 27 272.116 11.106 NOUN 

6 排放 環境 26 269.028 11.363 VERB 

7 污染物 環境 21 248.245 12.770 NOUN 

8 廢水 環境 18 221.688 13.250 NOUN 

9 大氣 環境 26 212.286 9.324 NOUN 

10 環境 環境 95 207.438 3.313 NOUN 

11 環保局 環境 16 195.357 13.163 NOUN 

12 污染源 環境 14 183.101 13.986 NOUN 

13 自然 環境 47 167.067 4.869 ADJ,NOUN,ADV 

14 野生 環境 12 156.784 13.986 ADJ 

15 污水 環境 13 156.013 12.987 NOUN 

16 資源 環境 52 147.280 4.156 NOUN 

17 垃圾 環境 18 146.061 9.324 NOUN 

18 水源 環境 13 143.956 12.121 NOUN 

19 動物 環境 24 143.813 7.297 NOUN 

20 野生動物 環境 11 143.645 13.986 NOUN 

21 水污染 環境 11 143.645 13.986 VERB,NOUN 

22 流域 環境 14 136.493 10.878 NOUN 

23 人類 環境 33 134.230 5.430 NOUN 

24 地球 環境 20 134.142 7.992 NOUN 

25 水質 環境 10 130.520 13.986 NOUN 

26 土壤 環境 15 118.193 9.121 NOUN 

27 綠色 環境 21 115.068 6.830 ADJ 

28 回收 環境 14 113.253 9.324 VERB 

29 防治 環境 21 111.615 6.675 VERB 

30 植物 環境 15 101.380 8.069 NOUN 
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Table A.6. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (經濟經濟經濟經濟) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 增長 經濟 116 486.090 5.145 VERB 

2 出口 經濟 77 435.482 6.594 NOUN,VERB 

3 企業 經濟 135 413.430 4.068 NOUN 

4 收入 經濟 74 358.016 5.872 VERB,NOUN 

5 市場 經濟 127 354.801 3.854 NOUN 

6 銀行 經濟 67 334.633 6.036 NOUN 

7 財政 經濟 70 333.673 5.822 NOUN 

8 美元 經濟 84 304.704 4.749 NOUN 

9 金融 經濟 53 297.719 6.644 NOUN 

10 消費 經濟 67 296.086 5.519 VERB 

11 產品 經濟 105 290.035 3.898 NOUN 

12 投資 經濟 96 286.826 4.131 VERB 

13 下降 經濟 76 286.683 4.905 VERB 

14 百分之 經濟 86 277.108 4.375 ADJ 

15 商品 經濟 63 276.431 5.504 NOUN 

16 生產 經濟 121 275.848 3.409 VERB 

17 同期 經濟 46 274.412 6.980 NOUN 

18 增長率 經濟 36 262.151 8.194 NOUN 

19 資本 經濟 46 256.524 6.631 NOUN 

20 經濟學 經濟 41 255.544 7.237 NOUN 

21 貿易 經濟 65 244.498 4.932 NOUN 

22 價格 經濟 64 244.421 4.987 NOUN 

23 季度 經濟 41 242.572 6.953 ADJ 

24 幅度 經濟 55 241.390 5.531 NOUN 

25 貨幣 經濟 41 236.466 6.820 NOUN 

26 增長速度 經濟 34 230.024 7.739 NOUN 

27 總額 經濟 38 226.067 6.993 NOUN 

28 宏觀經濟 經濟 29 225.135 8.649 NOUN 

29 通貨 經濟 33 222.223 7.714 NOUN 

30 大幅 經濟 47 210.875 5.646 ADJ 
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Table A.7. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (軍事軍事軍事軍事) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 武器 軍事 73 545.951 8.357 NOUN 

2 作戰 軍事 54 469.320 9.563 ADJ,VERB 

3 戰斗 軍事 58 454.864 8.764 ADJ,VERB 

4 美軍 軍事 47 431.713 10.050 NOUN 

5 導彈 軍事 47 431.713 10.050 NOUN 

6 海軍 軍事 46 430.904 10.222 NOUN 

7 部隊 軍事 67 427.040 7.372 NOUN 

8 飛行 軍事 42 398.281 10.348 VERB 

9 艦船 軍事 37 389.644 11.333 NOUN 

10 國防 軍事 56 376.112 7.740 NOUN 

11 發射 軍事 37 345.024 10.228 VERB 

12 坦克 軍事 35 334.048 10.439 NOUN 

13 空軍 軍事 40 331.108 9.252 NOUN 

14 雷達 軍事 28 293.501 11.333 NOUN 

15 裝備 軍事 44 283.992 7.556 NOUN,VERB 

16 陸軍 軍事 29 281.022 10.602 NOUN 

17 軍事 軍事 80 278.932 4.650 NOUN 

18 偵察 軍事 26 272.256 11.333 VERB 

19 國防部 軍事 35 257.897 8.440 NOUN 

20 裝甲 軍事 24 251.055 11.333 ADJ 

21 攻擊 軍事 37 245.925 7.765 VERB 

22 指揮 軍事 47 238.443 6.267 NOUN,VERB 

23 戰爭 軍事 50 238.094 5.965 NOUN 

24 士兵 軍事 29 234.534 9.130 NOUN 

25 飛機 軍事 42 231.919 6.704 NOUN 

26 彈藥 軍事 23 228.634 10.861 NOUN 

27 空中 軍事 29 205.775 8.217 NOUN 

28 防務 軍事 23 198.416 9.654 NOUN 

29 紅外 軍事 22 197.310 9.973 NOUN 

30 飛行員 軍事 20 197.023 10.794 NOUN 
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Table A.8. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (醫療醫療醫療醫療) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 治療 醫療 68 818.958 12.672 VERB 

2 病人 醫療 49 529.960 11.650 NOUN 

3 藥物 醫療 42 482.650 12.323 ADJ,NOUN 

4 醫院 醫療 50 452.105 9.993 NOUN 

5 患者 醫療 41 426.179 11.308 NOUN 

6 療效 醫療 32 416.038 13.790 NOUN 

7 踟躕 醫療 27 350.130 13.790 VERB 

8 久遠 醫療 27 350.130 13.790 ADJ 

9 尋覓 醫療 27 335.845 13.298 VERB 

10 戈壁 醫療 27 335.845 13.298 NOUN 

11 荒涼 醫療 27 335.845 13.298 ADJ 

12 傳奇 醫療 27 298.542 12.011 ADJ,NOUN 

13 皮膚 醫療 26 274.907 11.566 NOUN 

14 血壓 醫療 20 258.425 13.790 NOUN 

15 血液 醫療 21 232.631 12.066 NOUN 

16 疼痛 醫療 20 219.815 11.991 VERB 

17 嘔吐 醫療 19 218.593 12.477 VERB 

18 服用 醫療 18 218.320 13.064 VERB 

19 疾病 醫療 31 217.739 8.221 NOUN 

20 血管 醫療 19 207.036 11.910 NOUN 

21 出血 醫療 18 205.703 12.411 VERB 

22 以免 醫療 25 197.412 9.073 VERB 

23 病情 醫療 18 194.294 11.820 NOUN 

24 臨床 醫療 18 194.294 11.820 ADJ 

25 注射 醫療 17 192.841 12.339 VERB 

26 傷口 醫療 17 181.595 11.722 NOUN 

27 服藥 醫療 14 180.343 13.790 VERB 

28 止血 醫療 14 180.343 13.790 VERB 

29 部位 醫療 21 171.348 9.342 NOUN 

30 中藥 醫療 15 167.213 12.168 NOUN 
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Table A.9. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (電腦電腦電腦電腦) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 軟件 電腦 89 922.288 10.980 NOUN 

2 用戶 電腦 77 865.293 11.874 NOUN 

3 程序 電腦 65 486.934 8.460 NOUN 

4 計算機 電腦 73 451.662 7.192 NOUN 

5 硬盤 電腦 33 442.579 14.187 NOUN 

6 操作系統 電腦 34 441.444 13.782 NOUN 

7 服務器 電腦 32 414.192 13.757 NOUN 

8 微軟 電腦 33 388.310 12.653 NOUN 

9 接口 電腦 33 388.310 12.653 NOUN 

10 版本 電腦 31 386.746 13.327 CLAS 

11 兼容 電腦 31 373.721 12.935 ADJ 

12 應用 電腦 66 373.143 6.736 ADJ,VERB 

13 計算 電腦 77 372.446 5.905 VERB 

14 CPU 電腦 27 360.993 14.187 NOUN 

15 內存 電腦 28 359.869 13.698 NOUN 

16 硬件 電腦 39 352.166 10.060 NOUN 

17 操作 電腦 54 321.717 7.094 VERB 

18 NT 電腦 28 321.335 12.414 NOUN 

19 IBM 電腦 25 319.286 13.641 NOUN 

20 機器 電腦 32 313.124 10.809 NOUN 

21 數據 電腦 56 299.626 6.512 NOUN 

22 廠商 電腦 28 299.439 11.683 NOUN 

23 存儲 電腦 22 293.388 14.187 VERB 

24 驅動 電腦 28 279.986 11.034 VERB 

25 病毒 電腦 23 266.539 12.550 NOUN 

26 系統 電腦 92 266.016 3.991 ADJ,NOUN 

27 代碼 電腦 20 251.964 13.511 NOUN 

28 編程 電腦 18 239.554 14.187 VERB 

29 連接 電腦 30 230.889 8.867 VERB,NOUN 

30 電腦 電腦 58 230.627 5.208 NOUN 
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Table A.10. Top 30 ranked terms selected in Domain Ontology Graph (體育體育體育體育) 

Rank Term Class Count x2 R POS 

1 比賽 體育 236 1017.990 4.860 NOUN 

2 冠軍 體育 132 695.166 5.945 NOUN 

3 選手 體育 124 660.638 6.018 NOUN 

4 決賽 體育 103 523.511 5.862 NOUN 

5 女子 體育 97 458.302 5.571 NOUN 

6 運動員 體育 87 450.715 5.985 NOUN 

7 亞運會 體育 93 447.197 5.653 NOUN 

8 亞運 體育 96 441.234 5.464 NOUN 

9 金牌 體育 81 391.008 5.698 NOUN 

10 錦標賽 體育 72 385.869 6.175 NOUN 

11 隊員 體育 84 379.111 5.421 NOUN 

12 男子 體育 79 373.759 5.620 ADJ,NOUN 

13 奪得 體育 73 352.025 5.713 VERB 

14 運動 體育 117 328.558 3.875 NOUN 

15 動員 體育 87 300.409 4.501 VERB 

16 教練 體育 62 279.354 5.467 NOUN,VERB 

17 球隊 體育 50 255.814 6.020 NOUN 

18 亞軍 體育 49 250.292 6.015 NOUN 

19 參賽 體育 61 243.413 5.025 VERB 

20 本屆 體育 65 229.983 4.624 ADJ 

21 戰勝 體育 57 226.931 5.026 VERB 

22 世界杯 體育 39 209.292 6.260 NOUN 

23 奧運 體育 40 200.880 5.962 NOUN 

24 球賽 體育 41 199.876 5.833 NOUN 

25 奧運會 體育 39 195.422 5.955 NOUN 

26 名將 體育 36 192.893 6.260 NOUN 

27 參加 體育 155 186.785 2.384 VERB 

28 對手 體育 52 179.951 4.585 NOUN 

29 擊敗 體育 37 178.141 5.791 VERB 

30 預賽 體育 32 171.107 6.260 VERB 
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Table A.11. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (文 藝文 藝文 藝文 藝) 
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Table A.12. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (政 治政 治政 治政 治) 
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Table A.13. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (交 通交 通交 通交 通) 
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Table A.14. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (教 育教 育教 育教 育) 
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Table A.15. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (環 境環 境環 境環 境) 
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Table A.16. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (經 濟經 濟經 濟經 濟) 
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Table A.17. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (軍 事軍 事軍 事軍 事) 
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Table A.18. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (醫 療醫 療醫 療醫 療) 
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Table A.19. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (電 腦電 腦電 腦電 腦) 
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Table A.20. Terms depe ndency in  Domain Ontolo gy G raph (體 育體 育體 育體 育) 
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List of English translation of the Chinese Terms 

創作 creation 總統 president 

藝術 art 訪問 visit 

演出 perform 主席 chairwoman 

作品 works 外交 diplomatic 

觀眾 audience 會見 meet with 

藝術家 artist 友好 friendly 

文化 culture 外長 Foreign Minister 

演員 actor 總理 prime minister 

劇團 troupe 會談 talk 

節目 programme 外交部 Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

音樂 music 和平 mild 

歌舞 sing and dance 關系 relationship 

劇院 theatre 議會 parliament 

晚會 evening party 領導人 leader 

戲劇 drama 今天 today 

文化部 Ministry of Culture 部長 head of a department 

舞蹈 dance 雙邊 bilateral 

文藝 literature and art 雙方 the two parties 

舉辦 hold 表示 express 

表演 performance 阿拉伯 Arabic 

舞台 arena 會晤 meet 

電影 movie 邊關 frontier pass 

歌曲 song 抵達 arrive 

戲曲 traditional opera 大使 ambassador 

劇目 a list of plays or operas 委員長 head of committee 

精品 fine work 舉行 hold 

美術 painting 巴勒斯坦 Palestine 

風格 manner 共和國 republic 

演唱 sing in a performance 外交部長 Minister for Foreign Affairs 

展覽 exhibition 和平共處 peaceful coexistence 

運輸 transport 教師 teacher 

鐵路 railway 學校 school 

公路 highway 教學 teaching 

車輛 cars 學生 student 

交通 traffic 辦學 run a school 

公交 public traffic 中學 secondary school 

旅客 passenger 培養 training 
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列車 train 教育 education 

不忍 cannot bear to 素質 quality 

客運 passenger transport 小學 primary school 

堅韌不拔 persistently 校長 principal 

仁慈 kindly 師資 persons qualifies to teach 

客車 bus 校園 campus 

交通部 Ministry of Communications 高中 senior middle school 

行駛 travel 課程 course 

運量 freight volume 畢業 graduate 

公安 police 教材 teaching material 

貨運 freight transport 家教 family education 

鐵道 railway 家長 parent 

公安部 Ministry of Public Security 學習 study 

星期二 Tuesday 課堂 classroom 

駕駛員 driver 德育 moral education 

通車 be open to traffic 大學 university 

駕駛 drive 初中 junior middle school 

鐵道部 Ministry of Railway 老師 teacher 

公安廳 public security department 高等 higher 

路局 railway bureau 教委 State Education Commission 

違章 break rules and regulations 教職工 teaching and administrative staff 

通行 have free passage 師生 teacher and student 

車站 station 學科 discipline 

污染 pollution 增長 growth 

生態 ecology 出口 export 

環保 environmental protection 企業 enterprise 

保護 protection 收入 revenue 

森林 forest 市場 marketplace 

排放 discharge 銀行 bank 

污染物 pollutant 財政 finance 

廢水 liquid waste 美元 dollar 

大氣 atmosphere 金融 finance 

環境 environment 消費 consume 

環保局 State Bureau of Environmental Protection     產品 product 

污染源 pollution source 投資 invest 

自然 nature 下降 descent 

野生 wild 百分之 per cent 

污水 waste water 商品 goods 
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資源 resources 生產 manufacturing 

垃圾 rubbish 同期 the corresponding period 

水源 source of water 增長率 rate of increase 

動物 animal 資本 capital 

水污染 water pollution 經濟學 economics 

野生動物 wild animals 貿易 trade 

流域 valley 價格 price 

人類 humanity 季度 quarterly 

地球 the earth 幅度 range 

水質 water quality 貨幣 currency 

土壤 soil 增長速度 speed of increase 

綠色 green 總額 sum total 

回收 recovery 宏觀經濟 macro economy 

防治 do prevention and cure 通貨 currency 

植物 plant 大幅 large-scale 

武器 weapon 治療 treatment 

作戰 fight 病人 patient 

戰斗 militant 藥物 medicines 

美軍 U.S. Army 醫院 hospital 

導彈 missile 患者 patient 

海軍 navy 療效 curative effects 

部隊 troop 踟躕 hesitate 

飛行 flight 久遠 far back 

艦船 naval vessel 尋覓 seek 

國防 national defense 戈壁 desert 

發射 shoot 荒涼 bleak and desolate 

坦克 tank 傳奇 mythical 

空軍 air force 皮膚 skin 

雷達 radar 血壓 blood pressure 

裝備 equipment 血液 blood 

陸軍 army 疼痛 pain 

軍事 military 嘔吐 vomit 

偵察 reconnoiter 服用 take 

國防部 Ministry of National Defense 疾病 disease 

裝甲 armored 血管 blood vessel 

攻擊 attack 出血 bleed 

指揮 command 以免 in order to avoid 

戰爭 war 病情 state of an illness 
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士兵 privates 臨床 clinical 

飛機 aircraft 注射 injection 

彈藥 ammunition 傷口 wound 

空中 in the sky 服藥 take medicine 

防務 defense 止血 stop bleeding 

紅外 infra-red 部位 position 

飛行員 pilot 中藥 traditional Chinese medicine 

軟件 software 比賽 competition 

用戶 user 冠軍 champion 

程序 program 選手 player 

計算機 computer 決賽 finals 

硬盤 hard disk 女子 woman 

操作系統 operating system 運動員 sportsman 

服務器 server 亞運會 Asian Games 

微軟 Microsoft 亞運 Asian Games 

接口 interface 金牌 gold medal 

版本 edition 錦標賽 championship 

兼容 compatible 隊員 team member 

應用 application 男子 man 

計算 compute 奪得 compete for 

CPU CPU 運動 sports 

內存 inner memory 動員 arouse 

硬件 hardware 教練 coach 

操作 operation 球隊 team 

NT NT 亞軍 runner-up 

IBM IBM 參賽 participate in a match 

機器 machine 本屆 current 

數據 data 戰勝 defeat 

廠商 factories and stores 世界杯 World Cup 

存儲 storage 奧運 Olympic Games 

驅動 drive 球賽 match 

病毒 virus 奧運會 Olympic Games 

系統 system 名將 famous general 

代碼 code 參加 join 

編程 program 對手 competitor 

連接 link 擊敗 beat 

電腦 computer 預賽 trial match 

 




